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ABSTRACT,
The search for regularities in the systernatics of nuclei
dates back to the begining of this century. To-day there are so
many nuclear models available to describe the salient j'hysical 
properties of the nuclear systems. Shell and Cluster models 
have been discussed for the description of Li^ in Part I and Part II 
respectively. The wave-functions for the ground and the first 
excited state of Li^ are written in creation and annihilation 
operator formalism. Besides the lowest configuration in the shell 
model some higher states including core excitations have been
introduced. Their admixture coefficients are calculated in the
first order perturbation theory using two body potential.
As the information about the nuclear charge distribution 
can be obtained from electron scattering by the nuclei,calculations 
have been performed on the scattering of electrons elastically 
as well as inelastically by Li^.
The elastic electron scattering calculations are compared
with other shell model calculations and experimental results
79) 80) 81)of Burelson , Bishop and Streib , xo fit these experimental
results computing has been made for various potential depth and
varying the harmonic oscillator length parameter. The least
square method has also bee»n employed to get any fit with the
experiment. Inelastic scattering is examined in comparison with
other theoretical calculations and experimental observations.
In Part II justification for the cluster model as
derived from shell model wave-function has been demonstrated 
c
using Li . The validity of the model for this nucleus has been 
discussed. The cluster model wave-function given by 
Wildermuth^0  ^ is used in calculating r.m.s. radius and the
attempt to get its correct value has been made. In addition 
form factors for elastic and inelastic electron scattering 
have been calculated using the same wave-function*.
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P A R T  I
r
1’SHELL MODEL WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO LI »
Chapter 1: The Igdependent Particle Shell Model and its application 
to Li
INTRODUCTORY (splitting of e n e r g y  ."levels & spin-orbit coupling.)
The idea of “Nuclear shell structure:i analogous to
1)atomic shell structure was proposed by Bartlett (1932). The 
simplest model one can make of the nucleous is that of particles 
moving independently in a potential well generated by all the other 
particles. The harmonic assillator group the levels into 1s, 1p,
(2s,Id), (2p,1f), (3s,2d,1g) etc., according to the scheme in fig.1 
where degenerate levels are bracketed. From this groupong of levels 
in energy a ’Nuclear Shell Structure’is obtained at 2, 8 , 20, *fO. 
nucleovts. However proceeding, in this fashion we soon run.into 
trouble as the energy gap which occur/s at proton or neutron number = 
kO is in contradiction with the observed magic numbers namely 2, 8 ,
2 0, 5 0 , 8 2, 126 etc.
To over come this difficulty several explanations were
2) 3)
given. Elsasser and FeenbSfg & Ilammack consider the possibility
of a "wine bottle” shape potential well/to account for the displacement 
ment of 2s level giving the numbers 50 and 82. The numerical calcu­
lations show that considerable displacement (although not enough)is 
produced by a central elevation( .’or depression) of the form
rising from the floor of the well. This wine bottle potential, though 
capable of giving the magic number, is not generally accepted nowa­
days as no corresponding dip appears in the experimental density
4) 5)
distribution in the nucle&us . Nordheim has obtained the
desired magic number by still another grouping of levels. His 
principal aim of this investigation has Been to correlate the infor­
mation on nuclear states from spins and moments with other nuclear 
states.
SE&UEHCS IN SHELL MODEL.
The sa^e spin-orbit coupling but of weak strength was also suggested
by Wirmere Feenberg and Inglis^ , for light nuclei in the analogy
of Tnomas ^term for the spinning elector in the atomic case. Later
the strong spin orbit coupling was introduced independently in the
papers published by Mayer ^  and Haxel, Jensen & Suess in the
same volume of Physical Peview (192/) which gave a good understanding
of spin and magnetic momenta for much of the periodic table. Soon
11)after Mayer and Jensen discussed the empirical evidence for the
12)
strong spin-orbit coupling which was supported by Pa-*is and Case 
13)and Inglis « The most striking verification of this spin-orbit
coupling was provided, in the scattering on He1* by the direct demon­
ic)
stration of the polarization of the scattered protons in 1952
Similar double-scattering experiments have been performed with
15) 16 17)protons of a few hundred Mev. in 1955 and 195^ ’ . I t  was
observed that particularly the protons scattered elastically by
1S1
various light nuclei become strongly polarized. Fermi finds that
the order of magnitude of the observed polarization is correctly 
given if the interaction is of the type and strength observed at low 
energies. Thus it appears that the spin-orbit coupling observed in 
the nuclear shell model persists up to high energies.
The simplest way of writing an attractive spin-orbit 
force is given of the form (with as the average of f(r) over the 
states n,l) L )  M
The scalar product ;r«limplies the conservation of total anugular
p ** *
momentum 3 and Z~ which means that both 1 and j = 1 + -g- are "good+
quantum numbers". The value of or 2s.1 is given by
2 §4- = (if-
= i d t  for ^
, for p  , t-H. K
It leads to a. depression of the 3 = component by:
- t (when spin 2: orbital ang. momm. are^f )
and an elevation of the = t**ir component by:
> I M \ * J
*~v .• 5*\L, (when spin and orbital ang.momm. are U >  ' 7
The total splitting of the two components is thus given by
j.v 1-8
Of course, the energy splitting also depends on the radial quantum
number n, through f(r). This dependence may be assumed empirically
that the splitting decreases withiincreasing n and increasing
19)nuclear radius . This implies that, whenever an angular 
momentum 1 appears in the schemetic diagram of nuclear level 
system the splitting of this level into levels with j = 1+-^  
will be particularly large. These are the places where the higher 
majic numbers occur.
Let us see the spacing of the energy states of light 
nuclei on the basis of the spin-orbit coupling given by (J'2 ) and 
of the specific nuclear interactions with their exchange nature 
given by ^  __ ^  ^  ^  g ^  ^  p ^ J  ^  ^
where, jp p ^ are the space and spin exchange operators and 
are the. usual V/igner, Majorana, Bartlett and Heisenberg 
conatants characterising the contribution of their respective 
forces to the interaction Hamiltonian. The contribution of the 
spin-orbit coupling to the energies of nuclear states is, in 
simple cases, quite direct because the nucleous are involved 
singly: when the spin and its orbital angular momentum are t  T, 
the energy is thereby low. The specific nuclear interactions eq. $*9) 
involve: pairs of nucleons and for this reason we must invoke the 
distinction between direct and exchange integrals, * n ' a
K  H'<~v o <Kvx> -ACx j
Both of these integrals are altered by the exchange operators,
but an important part of the spearation between states is 
provided by the fact that the sign with which the exchange
integral enters depends on the symmetry of the wave function 
on interchange of space coordinates which makes, in negative 
energy, singlets lie belo\v the triplets. With ordinary interactions 
the singleto and triplet energies are given by L + K. respectively 
( with L larger in magnitude ), but with an exchange interaction.- 
the roles of L and K are interchanged malting the respective energies 
K + L. The singlet-triplet separation is thus larger with the
10
10
exchage operators ( primarly space) than without them ( The energy-
20)
separation for L S coupling is given by Feenburg & Phillips and 
for jj coupling by Kuratfu^) In the approximation in which the 
range of V( fir ) is large compared with the nuclear radius,so that 
V may be considered constant throughout the region where the wave 
function exists, so that K is zero (because of the orthogonality
of ^  and4>). In the opposite extreme in which the range of V(^i)
is short compared to the size of the nucleUS'
13 )K = L/3 ( as$~ function approximation)
and K = L/6 ( as based on Oscillator w.fn.
and Gaussian radial dependence#)
A comparison with the data for the models using the two 
extrems namely L S and jj coupling shows that there is no consis­
tent conformity of the evergy spectra to the expectation of either 
13)coupling . In LS coupling the spacing between various multiplets 
is measured by the exchange integral IC so that K may be said to be 
the measure of the stiffness with which the vectors s. and 1.-i -l
are coupled togather to make the vector sums S and L respectively.
The separation of the states of various valvies oftjX within the
multiplets is provided by a spin orbit coupling perterbation
H'* ’<?*- - cw W  * **
with a collective or average spin orbit parameter a characteristic 
of the multiplets. For a given multiplet ?,^ u is a multiple of ^  .
The approximation (11) is a result of the first order perturbation 
theory, valid as long as the splittings within the multiplet 
caused i are small compared to separation caused by K
It is therefore expected that
if^a*^^ K LS coupling is to prevail
and if <a> } y K jj " " " " » » 51
sincejp then, measures the stiffness with which each s^ is
coupled to 1^ to make In the central model, in which individual
nuclear wave functions are assumed to have an approximate meaning 
as a starting point, there is a broad region between the LS and jj 
extremes known as INTERMEDIATE COUPLING, in which it may, in 
general, be said that is of the same order of magnitude as IC.
The question of \]fether the LS model, jj model or intermediate
( _ " ' 3 •' jr-'-- ’ ’ .1 r~ , J „
coupling represents the actual situation can be decided by comparison
with experiment. The most obvious feature is the level spectrum since
there is often a different ordering of levels between the two extremes,
however, this is not always a sensitive feature since these are usually
a few states identified experimentally in any given nuclear spectriim
and they may not be critical ones. Much additional evidence should
therefore be available so that by comparing those computed observable
22)quantities one may find the answer where the best approximation lies.
Such quantities like spin and I-spin, Binding Energy,Electric
quadrupole, Magne tic dipole , ^ d e  cay matrix elements, Reduced Width in
Nuclear Reactions, ^ transition probablities between states etc. are
often quite sensitive to the nuclear wave functions and change radica-
ll^With different relative strength of spin-orbit coupling even
though the spectrum may be rather insensitive,
Coupling Scheme for L^6 :
Amongs the light nucli with special reference to L^6 we shall
next investigate which of the coupling scheme leads to the best
description.!, Energy level Spectrum; The first six levels of the
L .6 spectrum(predicted in intermediate coupling, labelled according 
. 13)to LS dominant state } fit in beautifully with the experimental
23) etc 2b) 25)results obtained by Allen^ \ Ajzenberg ,French, and McFarlane
and sevral others studied throughly the energy level spectrum so that
the excitation energies, sin, parity and i-spin of most of the levels
are well known (f ig 2
ii. Spin and i-spin: Both LS and jj coupling are in agreemenl^ with
experimental level scheme of L.6 , According to LS model, the low
lying states of Li should be ^ S 4 , ! and ^  S
-t ii 2 ^
whereas in jj model the configuration (p7 /„)gives
J=1,3 for T=o and J=o,2 for T=1 and the /figuration( ^ / 2  **1/2^ £ives 
J=1, 2 for both T=o and T=1.
i:L» Binding Energy; Neither LS nor jj coupling give quite satis-
21)
factory results. Kurath 'calculated the binding energy of p shell 
nuclei which leads to slightly in better agreement with the experi­
ment (see fig 3k) for LS coupling . Morita and Tammuri^succeeded 
in obtaining the B.E of L^6 =; 28.7 Mev. in close agreement with
•
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the experiment.
iv, Electric quadrupole moment: It is rather difficult to obtain  ■----—------It-..— .........  ^
the exact value of the quadrupol^ moment of L..6 , However Granna
dotorninod the rati-:, of the QLi and'.QLi = .02 cxpoi*ir.entally and
Knsch2 9) investigated that, both of. them have the same-..sign( +, ),
There have been several determinations 01 Q£.7Jwe shall use the •
— i. - 1
most probable range — \ t?. * \ •-> instead of the value given
by MacJtP in the table beloifP^
Table I. Electric Quadrupole Moments Q of Lithium Isotopes,
Exp,quantity Observed Value LS value jj value
QL 6/QL 7 (1.9+fU1)*10" ° ?I. 2 0.5 -252
QI.7 (-0.02iC.02),10-2M ra2 -19 *10‘ ^ 2 .232*1°c5
 ^ p O p
so that QL^6 is given by -2 10 cm QL .6 C -10*10 cm
It is obvious that the quadrupole moment in jj coupling
(QJJ = 1CK20 <\0~^ca^ is too large against the expactation
whereas in pure LS coupling in 55* state it is zero. However a
32,
small admixture of other states will yield the expected value 
(see fig 5 .)
30v, Magnectic dipole: The observed value and the theoretical
’z)0
estimates f i n  LS and jj coupling for the magnetic moment/^-of 
L^k are given below.
Table II.
/Scbs. /^L.S ^jj
+0.822 n.m + 0.88n.m +0.62 n.m.
ho
This shows a good agreement with LS coupling (see fig 6 .)
vi, decay: In a pure G.T. transition
He(0+)— }L.6(1 + ) + e~+V
1 31We shall compare the experimental and theoretical values where
is a function of p -energy and t is the half-life time for the
decay.(see fig 7*)
Table III. exp ft_ „ ft..
825+ 75 825 1^§3
vii, Reduced width in nuclear reactions: Reduced widths for 
various nuclear reaction may also serve as a tool for the investi­
gation of the nuclear wave function as that depends directly upon it. 
The reduced width may be obtained from the decay of compound nuclei
s^r 0,75" 6
J iLS
•3?he ratio of the ^udrupole 
moments of Ld& & Li?
Ref
fhs magnetic moment of Li^ ±i 
nuclear magnetons,.
Ref
i-0
if*
Tho ftvalue of the Li ^-Recay
Ref
lb.
*7 *j I*' ~Z ^
in resonance reactions^ * and from the cross-section for certain 
direct reaction such as stripping and pickup reactions. The former
■Z'l -z-z
were studied by Lane 'and by comparing theoretical with the
experimental results (though not precise enough to conclude anything
31
about the coupling mode) found in agreement with the intermediate
coupling towards LS limit (see fig.8)
7 6In decay Li (7*^6 ilev. , S _ -y)— •> Li + n
Table IV
2 2
Nucleon Width Radius assumed Reduced width in ft /(MR )
0.050 Mev. 4-. Of
obs. LS
0.2 -^ 0 0.56
p j- -y / \ n ^
The latter (pickup) have been analyzed v/ith reaction Li (p,d)Li
6 35 6 7Li and Li (dp)Li in the intermediate coupling and found in
excellent agreement (towards LS limit) v/ith the level scheme predict
32
tion and binding energy calculations
70
Reynolds and Standing investogated angular distributions from (pd) 
reactions in light nuclei. Their results in comparison v/ith the 
theoretical ones are tabulated below for lithium isotopes.
Table V Exp. and Theo. Reduced Widths for stripping reaction in Li
© Y e S  ti f ... .; : . t
j V1' L-s; J ft j
! Lip j • 2$j ' 0 vVa.
t i  ' ( p < O U  ! 3/2. L  ; v30  j i-o-pj ^>><r
i 1
i !
1 )
U ' V W ' - '  m » > |  I j > ; z i - v  l><r|.o77
I 1 l - l l
N.B. 0 / v/as taken to be .3 for all reactions. 1
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The reduced width of transi- 
tion Li7(8-) Ll®(l+) In
units of
{ I p « o M U 4 L 8v i'I. S "A C IM «
^•u\pi.)U 0 ?Sj
\Li
TTo, * •*» *5’ ■* -v^^T7^
IS j j
Fig ()
Experimental stripping width' 
cctnpared with Anerbach & 
French theoretical curves
Table VI Exp. & Theo.Values of for stripping & pickup reactionsin Li.
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reduced widths for Li^ isotopes into qualititative agreement with 
theory at least in LS coupling limit (intermediate coupling calcula­
tions indicate that in Li6 one is quite close to LS coupling "y ^ 
Further study by Barnet and Maxson of the reaction Li (pd)Li
led to reasonably good agreement with the theoretical prediction for
7Q \
pure or nearly pure LS couyjling ^ .(see fig.9)
Viii,^ - transition probability: The need of more information on
the dependence of the intermediate coupling parameter for 1p shell 
was suggested by which could be available fromf- transi­
tion probability. The prediction of this model did not give a 
satisfactory picture of the experimental evidence concerning jU 
transition in 1p shell. However, extending the intermediate coup­
ling to calculate ^-transition widths indicated that some 
modifications (perhaps some collective behaviour) be included which 
may explain E ^transition without seriously disturbing the energy 
level schemes.
1X
Electron Scattering; A better fit with the experiment of the cross 
section of inelastic electron scattering by the nullous may also 
predict the mode of coupling for the nuclear wave function. Cazzola
h /i _ .
and Fozlia calculated the elas'cic and inelasoic cross section in 
LS coupling for Li . The ratio^ for the inelastic cross section 
in LS and 33 coupling indicated a better fit of LS coupling with 
the experimental result (though in disagreement by a factor of 2
ii?) »   / i> ; i
or 3). Mo-- i pur go worked out d0^.fcl,j^  for C'at 4.43 Mev above the
ground state showing a bettor quantitative agreement by a factor of
about three with LS than with 33 coupling: though the observed
values exceed the estimated ones by factors of 2*3 and 6 for LS and
43)
33 coupled wave functions respectively. lassie improved
42)Monpurgo1s theoretical result by using a fractional percentage
l[-L\.)
method. in intermediate coupling which enabled him to fit the
\ ?
calculated result at the level 7.68 Mev. from the ground state of C  
with the exneriment " but not at 4.43 Mev. Moreover a mixture of
46)
shell model with LS coupling and collective xvavc functions gave a
47)good fit for these two levels with the experiment
Higher Configuration Mixing:
From this brief survey it is almost certain that pure LS or nearly
pure LS coupling (intermediate coupling with dominant LS limit)leads
6 40)to the best description of Li nucleous quantitatively but Kurath
findings for the disagreement of the intermediate coupling model
with experiment for radiative transition (E2 transition in particular)
of nuclei in 1p shell had been alarming to the use of shell model
wave function as it is. As a result of that discripencies in the
6
analysis of the excitation of the 2.189 Mev. state of Li by inclas-
tically scattered electrons which involves E2 transition also, were
32 41) 32) 32)observed with 33 ’ LS and intermediate coupling. Kurath and
48Pickman constructed intermediate counting wave function of 1p shell
4 Q)
nuclei by applying Elliot ' generation procedure from the states of
independent particle subject to a spheroidal field and spin-orbit
interaction. The extension of this procedure coiild be to attempt
to include configuration interaction of 1p shell and the admixture
of 1f and 2p states which could bring the E2 enhancement for
50)experimental agreement. Kurath found that the matrix elements of
quadrupole operator between 1p and 1f and 1s and 1d states are
sufficiently to enhance the transitions strongly even though the
amounts of the excited configuration are small. For the transition
124.43 Mev. to ground in C the intensity was enhanced by a factor of
about two for such admixtures, bringing the theoretical calculations
51)into line with experiment. Furthermore the same method was
applied to inelastic nucleon scattering from the Mev, level in
showing that there can be a sizable collective enhancement in
inelastic scattering and that contributions from the excitation of
s-nucleons should not be neglected. Configuration mixing between
the odd particle and the core was formulated for the weak collective
52
quadrupole effects near the closed shells by Amado for the general
*17 33)case and applied to 0 . Barton calculated the core enhancement
*16 * 1 7 ^ 7  of E2 effects near 0 for mirror nuclei 0 and F with the config­
uration mixing. He found the enhancement between 2 and k times
greater for the odd neutron than for the odd proton. These calcula-
5 M
tions were improved by Barton et el first by refining the single
particle functions, and then by using Brillouim-Wigner in place of
Rayleigh-Schrodinger perturbation theory. The higher order
correlations thus introduced enabled them to bring the theory into
17 17agreement with the data on both 0 and F . They also considered
the extension of the theory to heavier nuclei. Fallieros and 
55)Ferrell discussed several electric quadrupole transitions in
nuclei in the neighbourhood of O^whcre the enhanced matrix elements
are expressed in terms of effective charge, which is calculated
within the framework of the nuclear shell model. The effective
charge depends on the particular independent nucleon states involved
56)in the transition. Barker used standard shell model techniques 
to calculate the effects of admixtures to the ground state 
correlations in 0 . All configuration were properly antisymme­
trized wave functions providing the validity of the approximations 
made in similar works by others.
At this stage it seems to be in the fitness of things to take 
higher configuration into account while constructing the wave 
functions of light nuclei for the calculations on radiative 
transitions from the excited states or excitation of these states.
In particular let us bring the higher configurations mixed in 
constructing the wave function of Li^ in the shell model and inves­
tigate the effect thereby in scattering the electrons elastically 
as well as inelastically.
6Chapter 2: Wave Function of Li . *-\
The exact solution of Schrodinger*s equation can be found in 
comparatively small number of the simplest cases. The majority of 
problems in quantum mechanics lead to equations which are too complex 
to be solved exactly. Often, however, we employ a general method, 
working out such problems by perturbation theory.
Lot the Hamiltonian of a given physical system is of the form
H = Ko + V(ij) 2.1
where V(ij) is perturbation to the unperturbed operator Ho. It is 
assumed that the eigen functions and eigenvalues E^°^of the unperi 
turbcd operator Iio are known i.e. the exact solutions of the equation
1 1 0 ^ ° =  E ( o b  (o) 2.2' n n I n
are known. It is possible then to find the approximate solutions of 
the equation
H = (Ho + V(ij ))¥ = E*f 2.3
i.e. approximate expressions for the eigen functions N-hand eigen-
57)values E^ of the perturbed operator H ,
6Configuration mixing for Li
g
Let the complete wave function of Li be given by 
* r H  % . *
- N' i H ' h ' L  2.5
for Cc’o ; ) 
where N is the normalization constant and C a  are the various 
coefficients to be determined in the first order pcrtubation. 
being the eigen function belonging to the unperturbed Hamiltonian 
given by
ho = .  v 2‘+  v o o  2.6
and %  are various configuration mixing due to the two-body 
perturbation regarded as the residual nucleon - nucleon interaction
given by
2 2 -
HJ^= Vij ( Vq) 2.7
Normalisation requires
C S \ ^ >
= N \ ( q 0> + 1. ( H-a  1 1 . Ck ,
' ft - i ' v K ~z. v
Since each Vs‘P^  are orthonormal we have
k2 i t  v x  Q,jr %  > > ]
\
2.8 
=1 2.9
p — % -i
i.e. N ^ ^ 1 2 -10
1 + H C U >
o
As we are working in first order pertubation C ’.6 are neglected
Hence ~ 1. 2.11
From (2.2) and (2.3) we have
V ^ O  = Eo y o 2.12
and (l-Io +
In the first order pertubation approximation we obtain
2. 'Ike o  N  T _  c,a  y * A ( e  x \ v tj ) H io
If ire mix in states where the energy of the system has been raised 
hy ^  (v* being an integer) we have
Ho H'p t (k heing some particular )\.)
= (Eo + i V k ^ ) M ^ l_. 2.15
or (Ho-Eo) V  = l i ) f c u ) ^ ^ L  2.16
from (2.10) and 2 .12) it give s
x v> tq k C k . A H v t A  ~(E >— 2"'
as v|.^are orthonormal it is easily obtained
= ( H /o l V g \  2 -18
and ■ = i m h l  y_ 2.19
The unperturbed state- of Li^ in L-S coupling must be in the 
lowest configuration. With the usual notation it can be written as
%  - [ o < 5 } ‘, (i!w‘-]t' 2.10
and the only possible contributing terms as a result of the 
perturbation Vij restricted wdLthin the spacing of levels equal to
2. 'K <u? in the oscillator well would arise from the states
H i -  [ ( j * h C k 2 f d ] L 1
Hp- o m o ] 1 y  7 - w
H p l  /(O-*)3 C Lj- ({l P V ' P (  > V  1.5 ) Ju) ^
M d t ' '(W '^)3 ^
where the total orbital angular momentum L is given by
L = o for ground state
L = 2 for the 1st. excited state.
n denotes the coupling scheme and (J^) represents a hole.
It may be pointed out for those caces when a particle is excited
from a closed shell into some other state leaving it as an
unfilled shell behind it is assumed for mathematical convenience
to regard the closed shell as it^and instead of kicking out a
particle from it a corresponding hole is introduced along with the
6excited particle. Finally the complete wavefunction of Li in 
L-S coupling with the higher configurations mixed in restricted,
within the spacing of levels equal to 2fc in the ground state is
given byT
and the corresponding wave function in the first excited state 
is given by *
%  - - % 4  + e4 V 2 ^  V T  U  H f  a.22b
where g ’s and e ’s are the admixture coefficient and various tk'' are'/>
described completely in creation and annihilation operator 
formatism.
It is worth mentioning here that the wavefunctions of those
( V. )
2.22a
Zh-
configurations in (2.22), whore- there are three particles and one- 
hole depend on the mode of coupling. This gives rise to more than 
one wavefunctions for the same configuration with their corresponding 
admixture coefficients. In principle these coefficients must be 
worked out separately to obtain the total wavefunction for the 
system but fortunately in electron scattering the nature of the 
single partcle operator is such that being independent of i-spin 
and spin coordinates the form factor would remain unaffected by 
the mode of coupling of i-spin and spin. As to the orbital momentum 
there is only one way of admissible coupling. This is shown more 
clearly in the chapters of Elastic and Inelastic scattering.
Creation and_ annihilation operator formalism:
We shall use the creation and annihilation opero.tor for­
malism and put
Denote the creation operator with a dagger said annihilation operator 
without a dagger as
The absence of a particle with orbital q.n.l. and its projection
I'Ll
VVV\ j Yrespectively
q.n. m^ behaves like a particle (1-m^), i.e. with orbital q.n.JL 
but its projection q.n.-nu is given by
The phasw factor arises from the fact that oj(~w'!\is an irredu­
cible tensor of rank 1 and. that a+(-m ) and (-)^ a(ml) transform
58) 5°)in the same way under coordinate rotation 1 y
Nexl we shall write the various in operator formatism.
Ground States. With J= 1 + T=0^°^
so that t.8c S may be chosen as L=0 S=1
W">
2 s-
-
3 * " — j o o K  '/, v, ^
^  *  " ' k r " ‘v ' W  T c C  R L  L h b  t / > ; S t  H b )
< s ^ s t>n . n J , 0) O - Tb r-r/oo)
tr) 1 / >  •‘K ' / ’t j.
-v.-,,.) ft. p  j, - r^ Dc, -iv. f—  \
*' >4 a ^ ^ l - )  a 1 ( l A o 5 y y ^  ( l/'t') | O >  2 ?
% , d  - i;4t( m i -i~,jiru )(i i d t - m / i o )    ■ -
(l^lpm^ra^/LM) are Clebsh Gorden Coefficients satisfying the con­
dition m.+ m = M 2.28
. 2
where Ta Tb and Sa,Sb denote the combined, i-spin and spin of Op)
-1 -1& (15 25) or (15 1d) respectively and , Ma are their corres­
ponding projection q.n.
Excited State at 2.189 Mev, With J=3+ T=o
so that L and S may b-o chosen as L=2 S=1
Lf t o - Nt> 5>_ ( 11 v~ - M  /> - ^  1 “ iM ,/d ) L Vt V z ^  H/i ~uvVi j i i'i/)
( ^ ) i i U /i vy'r' i  /003 c11 ~ri/5M/>/f °) 2.29
(j b ^  -o W\ t_\ (, I V3 “ ^  - v^ >/3 ~ ^  u) I o J>
7^ U - f\)p ‘! >> 3 ’ ^
^  Ci b  S'VJ V\/ '\ vVi j_
:>H.f -- cvz-Vi^^ M r , | i n ^ ) Q ' 2hovp/^)
(__ i i - n n  n / 3 o) cO (i f) w  h.-. ^  ^c^ V i p • m 'Vp. 31
‘t U  - Ncl- H O v ^ n y - ^ A D O O / z  »/l^ (orj
^ t i ~v^/»H/»"^ * 4/Vi 15 s n-o -n O  (y  ^ l  ~ y t 0 )
C A  x. "H/j ^ * / z -  ( V ) o i  -tU f U  /3oj(<^Sbn,,ny y) 
y S'S' a// y j y  |ft ^  ^  lM t J y - ( 5 M^-v^ fb,A - - )
^ X j 7 3 ^^ cct ( i d  - r \ / j  - r y ,p i f tc f t / " n d \ ) 32
It v/ill be shown that the non-zero contribution from electron 
scattering is when 'A~ and . The normalization factors
W,2are unity unless the particales are in the same orbit in which
<o
/ 7
case N = (2)
Choice of Potential: For working out the matrix elements (2.18)
(2,19)W§.ave to fix the nuclcon-nucleon interaction operator 
V(Lj], A completely acceptable interaction operator is not yet 
ave.ila.ble, but much is known concerning its r ) r o 'b a 'b le  character
from the analysis of two - body problem. The form which this poten­
tial can take is very much circumscribed by the requirement that it 
must be invariant under rotations and reflexions of the coordinate 
system. Hence it must be a scalar. Potentials,invariant not only 
under a combined rotation of srace and spin coordinates, but also
61)
under separate rotations of these coordinates, are called CENTRAL 
In general nuclear forces depend on the i-spin coordinates 'C. > and *C.u
as they do on <51 and <57 or r„,r„. Under the assumption that nuclear
 ^ ' . , 62) forces are chayge independent (which is not strictly true always;
the potential would contain only the operator of the type the
eig-en values of which, on examining the i-spin triplet, are charge
independent. We shall therefore write the nuclear potential in the
a r 63) general form
Heisenberg- predicted the nuclear forces to be the exchange 
type which is just exactly equivalent to the postulating forces 
(2.17). This potential can be decomposed into a combination of the
Hare the well known coefficients defined by a's. It appears that 
the absence of any dependence on any variable (say spin or i-spin) 
can be characterised by setting the coefficients a.’s to some 
perticular values. For this work we shall however ignore any 
possible effects of the presence of tensor forces as there is 
evidence to show that the strength of such a force in any way 
comparable with the central and spin orbit terms^^ (although Elliot 
has shown that some tensor force is necessary to explain the beta-
1 k-
decay of C on the shell model). Let us now choose only the distance 
and spin dependent potential of the form
where f.i,v)is the distance dependent part which is assumed to be
J
the same for both types of dependence in(2.35)» Iparticular we
/
shall use Gaussian form throughout otherwise stated.
P er
,
M  Pi f-f /oCr'K in the form (1.9) or in some other possible
6?)
permutation J . P ’s are some combinations of €P s and T.’s and W.B,M.
5-V
The operator in many particle rejjresentation can be written as
% (;’vVnsti') <4* j 4  2.36
where are single particle wave functions. For brevity we shall 
always write *?•. R V (t I) j Rg V?u^ > instead of<^My(R fVj x | S' *
)
c
23.
£
Chapter 3, Energy of the first excited state of Li
The complete wavefunctions of Li in L-S coupling were 
written in chapter 2 for its ground and first excited states and 
knowing the energy levels in the shell model potential we can cal­
culate the energy of its first excited state. As pointed out in 
chapter one that in the shell model it is assumed that each particle 
in the nucleus moves in a potential which represents the averaged 
effect of all interactions with other nucleons. This leads to a 
total wave function which is a product of individual particle wave 
function suitably antisymmetrized with respect to complete exchange 
of any two nucleons. The wave functions'"P satisfy the equation 
(2.3) and E represents the energy to which^belong.
We shall next calculate the matrix element of Vg^in the 
ground and first excited state with lowest configurations given 
by (2.20). From the definition (2.18) it is apparent that their 
difference would give rise to the energy of the 1st.excited state.
To calculate He|0 \ \ vfcj0>  ;
From (2.2AL) and (2.36) we can write straight away the 
matrix element err \
=■ ^  y  .T 0  ' ' W%7 O0 X. V* V*. VXA ^ - UAi /  j O ) C VjJ ;5L ^  ^ \ J I )
(J \ w-v - f 00 3 (- ^ x } | 03 C  V t
* xT- ^\Vu\  ^  3 3> '^fc'3
cv( |t> ^  M/i W\ J. ^  O t 5 vv% vv. f J 0  (* " ’ WM'-" tvfei I $
Here the two body interaction operator changes the two nucleons 
(one proton one neutron) from states k^,k^ to the states and k2
respectively. This gives rise to the following possible cases.
Term No. k^ k^ sign
£*1 p jp w*. ) M ' ( j l p - v v i ^  (jp -iaa i
E1 pY.i|0^ ' i a a - / V 0 (°-v*a-^-v^ p ( i -
E2 T i a a [ )  P m  j
D2 j Ua13 +
Diagram©tically this is shown in figure (10)
The shceme of calculating the matrix element (3.1) would be
to work out first the 1-spin part,spin part and then speefcial part and
A1
^ i
Xy ‘V
/
X ii
\  I P . \  ST P /
\ ~  /  \j. - /f 2, X !i .f'J
X  X  /  *Si. ■ Jr \ >»'
X.~ ./ \/\ A A A A /
/ X / V V \ A / '
 ^ V
V
X
yx
XXX
ig. 10 v Graph for matrix element
1 *1 3 X ,-i‘i cj f.'r 0 Y'. p* vp vj ;C*
/ ”'X I V't - 1 \\  lo « w /.v
1)0
this would be followed through out the work. 
i-spin part:
Since the operator V.^ assumed to be independent of i-spin* 
iWe can calculate the i-spin part of the matrix element regarding
as unit operator which readily gives
k3~ k1
and k4= k2. ■3.3
So
is reduced to
So the i-spin part <. L I X  L2. 'j fc~'->(= | o <0 \ V(l\ h A )
__ -i i i - 'J)
The Clebsh Gorden coefficients (CGC) are calculated from the formu-
66)
la tabulated by Condon and Shortley and the matrix element
^  \ ^- \ ^ 2> ^ \ V\vfc fjpan be readily written for
W \ g - 0, .5
p P p
i. X X-
1 - 1 
"i. -Vl
- U r 7  2U -t/x
-Vx. - V#. f/x
0  er
1 c.
o I
\ 
s 
I
» »
Evidently(3»^) can be written now ^
-r 1- X  Cm ( fto) A iiO> ~‘* i  |o o j
(V%  * /3 - U a / )  ! O ) v. ^  t \ €  ( V f P )  n -4 ,
The change of sign in the exchange terms is worth noticing.
Spin part;
The spin part <pr O\of the operator (2.35) will change the 
spin wave functions in the following manner when operating on them
—--Y <2 Kc>c i, *|
> 0*^ —  *
* * P  0 •-* k  (hi_f>2 * « i P * >
T j\. (.«<• £ i"M
fs v — * ^ i i. + ^ ^  x P  i
CXa.Pt — y P x  -
Writing the spin dependent part of (3.1)
T A  **  |io)(i Lvv,„-m.0 ito) t , <,tw %  \ t ■ ‘a  ) t?3 fctA \ %
the C.G.C. and the matrix element with the heljB of (3.7) are 
written for different possible values of ‘v*.0 ' .) v^ , ^  as follows.
er.,(n7.
J
vvv
V*
7*l
-‘K
-7i
WX/*
7i
~7l
- Vx
c Csj S
]fz
sh
Kl%
Vz
0(0
(
o
a
X> (<r)
- i
IT(C )
o
i
I
G(<r)
-1 
“ I 
2
1 'l
The required matrix element is reduced to
\ V \% \ S  -r h  T  (1| w V  - / 0 o  ) (J \ I D °  ) T  DCC) -+ T) Ct ) 4 b  i
d 7T,, L *- 4 ‘
Space Part:- 3 *1 0
Writing the special part of the matrix element(3*1) we
have y  \co) -<-■-*.[ o o } T _ ^ ^ - L\Kl{\lcAV lt\'«.i \ii \
Vi * '
•c T_ O' \o<^ C u  'aa - | 0 O ^
^ f I *4
* ^  Pit*-) ^3 («) Viu (M Vjv &T,
The types of terms in evaluating these integrals are direct and
exchange. Their spatial part can be written in usual spherical
harmonics and Laguaree polinomials.
D EV 0 k . p o  y g Y M  >
k2(2) Q,j,U> 'n‘w <-5> (. v-n
k3(1) Yf'e> (? (O y; c m
V 2) Yfu> 6 R,jou> Y > )
The radial part R n ^ is given by
= N wle- ^ >  l ' ; ' ' n 1 k ^ o  ,.«3
where »C..» - L ^ \ U +. ^ o . .  ^ u » ] / L t .^.iftU.,..* v ,4
Rs' and Y ’s are normalised to nnity. -j
We notice that the incoming particles are in the state
and so are the outgoing ones obviously then the various terms
D. D0,E.,E0 are indentical . Hence the matrix element 3*1 is I ) d. I c.
reduced to iaV / 0 0 } ( \ ^  ^ / o  o ) < fcu Y?,\ V^l V* t, ^
- *y_ i\ 'svJ -w *(co) C . ^ 31 ,s~
Next we shall consider the space part of the matrix element which 
is an important feature of these calculation.
TheH'n'are the function of V u ^ a n d  is a function of (Xi~ ?'-s)
in Gaussian form. We shall attempt to treat these expression, as 
developed by Slater^^ by expanding f( - tO in a series of 
Legendre polynomials of argument <Vj where UH2 is the angle 
between the radii vectors Yt j Yi. .
Hence f( Y, - )= I. f* (\W V> .) Pb ^ ‘0  Vl4
3 /■ ^7)
where are °Y
C T V/ I ' W 1 - v - •
v'c + Vcr Jrtrv Ia A-KV)'- )
, , ■ \ u rV/c - 3 vcr p^nr /S^UVV j
\ 31,
£ ~ P R (S^ t ^  v"*-) ci -> ,.n
Also we can expand pw \C,^«*fiTSby addition theorem into a series of 
the spherical harmonics of argument of the angles of the radii 
vector V () y 2 ^  ^
So that p ^ V C ^ ^ i - O  - T ^ v   ^ 3’^
We have y  ^  V c * (fr tri \/(r V' *1
Sothat \/t \/(
and vd> *=. Vc , „ „ -
Therefore \ZC r V <4 C *> V|_ -y V/*“] ]
and V V  - ' /in (_ ^  3 3
We have the matrix element
(.Hr* \ v * o  vy0>3 - ^  - v O M A r’i P  ^ ° > s 3-^ -v
- ^HolVt.1% ^  A ' t ) l V t-|'+,V VU-
- <Mr0 \vc v vv0 >  yi.g
From (3*21) we have
= Vu \.T> 3 u-
_ y ^  (Only triplet case.) 3' 2- Co
Hence - CV„ \ ^  t \ H 0 >«, 3-l7
Angular Part.
angle dependent part of the operator is given
by 3.18 ...
so that the angular part of the matrixelement is _ written as
®K. ' $ '^o°(.eJ-d Y n f '  YkI/Li "^o'U'M !A-Slld-fl 1 3.kg'
when ^  c ,, ^  ..^/oo) V . ' ^ t O  v *a
Obviously from triangc conditions ^ hat vanishes unless J '
; O  onr 7- ^  ^ o
and + ^  ^
clearly _ A t ,  j  Ti 0° V  » * ) T\ ° <■', 1) d ~ n~, d-flt V-V
and © 5, - J - n Z C b i *  1_ v p t  1 T / P o  3• 51—
These Integrals are straight forward to be reduced to 3 -J 
symbols7*^ .
<3^  A n .  ^
Radial Part.
The radial dependent part of the operator is given 
by 3.17 so that the radial part of the matrixelement becomes of the
33
Q27zn
Hii -  j  <-Y ' 1 » l(, < o  j. „0  g |f,f , > g , |, L<-> v . V r ,  3 •_>(,
,\ ? t;> N,|A J’ r,‘" Y‘‘J 3.ir
changing the coorinates from y , A*, fo ^ jy' defined by
i  _ y* + 3> v  _ v\ -  y  z
and if at is the angle between the radious vector &  and y we have
then (3*35)transformed to . L - .
P J  J (*1f<y 1 e'“P ^ t ( ' 4 i t l i y  + -^ovYV J erU^Jy S^
c  t \  * A  ' 3 '31
P
- \\tIL—x\h^)e ^ + J-,*1-*W^ ? v1*/* 3'3^
' r  3 I T ?  3   ^ \  Z-at*' 2 1 2 J
These integrals ca/be written directly in Talmis Integrals for
-jVnA to be "purely Gaussian X t are defined i •■ •"'iht, !\ - Y0 ^
cvo X  \ ~ ( y3/^ - y  (See appendix) 3-^0
v 2 * /b
where /\ - Yo <* i<\ the ratio of the potential range y'c to the
parameter ■/« l_ £ _______ ^  3 ^  L lt
R e  =  3T .J I . IX *  I  K H 1* N i Y  o f1- w , y  *  3 . ^ 1 .
R  X  -  S S T i < "  + y  » P  ? , (<*> W | t )  3 A 2“ ( t) ' *•
where A (’Un h>ix) - 3/2- G/» xmj»i - Vl- , /? L - r^ i " 3*4-3
? _ n  « r-Vo » / n < r X V - *  U  - “T ' J +
’ iS&FS, A f o t  '
N ow
6 a - M ^  r go
H r i / ^  P. P  j-* _ 5 A  3 _  v k J l ---- — r i- v . 1
*»{> v 2.*<^j6 Mt*1* N,jp ,X-J ■X'HtI v*
From (3''5 ) ^ 2H  3 0  VV^3> (3iL»t> (3 ‘7 Gi we can write
the matrixelement after much simplification in the form
<04o Wu. i M-o) - I- ©* A. W
= -v^ ( ^ r r ) V i * ’"2 r(-rh^ } 3-h
To calculate C \ Vy^ Hfo} p '■
From (2.29) and (2.3&) the matrixelement for the first 
excited state can be written as
^>e- ^ L O « ^  M k p A - H A ; /  t ^  V>
C 2 r ~ iN1 J> f'i /> / 3 o) 6 " • rf /a - ‘^ y  a “ n C 3 ( ^  ^  j » J
C 7 r u / 3 ° 7  Z<kx^K,xi^.s^ ^
xCdja'0 ^  rrF >v?y
^ £ .3  C fZ f f/5 Vv\ i-vyj Y^jr)  C it ( 7 J' / > 7 ' ^ ' V  -  ^  { 07
3'h 9
3 ^
The contraction of the operators gives rise to four terms in the 
matrixelement-C,Ri tev\Vii \ 1'R'3 '^ c+'XThe possible values that Vcirious 
can assume are given below *1*. I'Ve©)
, f , n 3 ^
+ (l)Dl OlP 1 W'M Vya.jP ) ('h ' - M' tl/i- ^  I)P v>' * V ^ t j  h T - f V ^
~ (ll)El 0 l> ^  V'^ Wst ) -W vv^j UA^ j
- (11D E 2 l 'b */v» Vv>» ) Ob
\ ( iv ) D2 (1 b - b v  4,v> -^y )(i b ™  t j ^ ^ VLx ‘ u/>' 0  b ^  ^  ^ g
Diagramstical representation is same as in fig.090. 
i-Spin. The i-spin formal t§ni is exactly the same as in ground^KU
We shall therfore adoot the same result as those ofO^oWi^) 
ie. Multiplying the direct terms w) by 1 and Exchange
terms (,'1 , \) by -1
Spin.
Let us now work out the spin dependent part of the 
matrixelement , ib u v
^ 3- ^ f
Because of the orthogonality of spin wave function we see that C-C-.X
exists only when lv1/0 - Ho for the apera.tor 1.
Hence the only admissible set of values is
Y \ a -  M  />' - - t — > (aa :0 vn/V
M/J-. «- O \V> /) >, vaa/ ' 'i-’j'i
M *  -H/-. - \ — h wv p v\'\^ x ' I±
3'S’l
It can be shown easily that non zero terms for the 
operator dj. > occlret when^VXjwe shall this evaluate the 
matrixelement for
X. C Vi. V2. pi0' _ wa^S /*lKl/>X ‘* a '(h_ ^  rl,^ - O l W x /^ 3 1?<X
for H n = - 1 .0 \ and add them togather, 3 oi3
After the spin part has been evaluated the matrixelement 
is th&s reduced to
% > ,  =r L p t t ' I  W  I-W/-u )(U^ tip,,)
A 3 X -0 ' “ ‘V /2 Ol(' \ U. -'-v/Xc) ^ *2-V<v\VC+ l/t,i
A X C n i V - i ‘A..l/j.-0 (" ^ - |-v“ /i-'> X<.V?T fi,MaMr|t?-s
Space Fart:. 3 ■ ^  S
For the same reason as given in the case of the ground state 
all terms in the matrixelement <CXo]^  d~\ 'X'^ <VIZ Dp , D2 ?El , E2 are
identical so that we may write using (3*27)
- <"+'i>\\fc\vV0')eV 21Z'i W-'r^s.,^p [aTIa, (jt ‘-■g-g)
(X i ~n/>rio/3ojlZ<'Uk.\Vl».\*3hO 1*1 
We also notice that this matriexelementdiffers only in the angular 
part, the radial part is the same as for ! '4*,j
Angular Part.
In the analogy of (3*28) we have from (3*55)
< %  " ) V x(] X) -y 1 V 2v{h^) TV ( -+ Tg( ) ~ij'( 1 }z)J
t-u -r- r\ ~ Vsa V3uh' Yr°(i) ^  3 r;Where Ti . ' w 1 - \ - 3 / < . .. ^  « v /J L  **"M.
x; 31Th  uO»3-' * -ru-.vv./a.-ffc) p  ^ 'Vo X''h',"  - i t  'c l )  •* V7 h,, cgr.,  ^ , 6c
a  « (>,t) - ^zrt r.'o> v e v ^  cri) K  y/ifl 3 .6 /
and - W h e  A 3
h i .  [ © p ’ a  ^ 1 >-ei
These (§ a integrals are straight!orward and can be reduced to 
symbols easily so that we have
~>(o
'y.i'
;7- ( c > 
•y iana 
Radial Fart
v ,
>CT‘
Re nee
i 3U/
Radial part is the same as that of h ‘'kb H iikXj
3.65
“K  " x ^
3- <U.
C'v.lv.U >, . . . 2 . T l v , T ^ ( 3 k  R k
oubslituting the values for Osh» and f\ k and summing over "£\_ ( o , > j  
we obtain after much simplifications
g-H 1 vs -t, w .  >e - vo
Finally we obtain the energy of the first excited 
state of from (3.48) and (3 .6 6) as
“ E  = h V+o \ ^Aj- W o )  _  C H - 0 \V<(, \ <+- s..
, 3 Vot -12___ „  73
(i.-\ A1-) 7/,“ 3 . /: ?
Clearly the energy of the first excited state(J=3 ,T=o)thus
calculated is a function of the potential depth and the
length parameter c\ if the potential range tj is kej)t fixed £>
is tabulated for various Vat, and (y^'here. . .
7 i.J
Table (V11)Energy of the first excited state of with Y«jt
86.2^ 80 70 60 30
.7 0 4.97 4.35 3.73 3.105
. 6 0 4 . 1 6 ■ 3.64 3 . 1 2 2 .6 0
.56 3 .81 3.33 2 .8 6 2 .3 8
.53 3.76 3.29 2 .8 2 2.35
.50 3 . 2k 2.835 2 .2 3 2 .0 2
.467 3 .0 8
• 45 2 .5 8 2.25 1.93 1.61
.4o 2 .1 3 1 .86 1 .6 1.33
The value of A,E with Vot.=86.24 which is potential depth for two- 
nucleon system'^ and <*=.467 f=£• 1 4f”1 ,which is taken as the length 
parameter for p nucleons'^ in l£ is 3 . 0 8 Mev. much larger than the 
observed 2.18 Mev. but for some other sets Vot and a a reasonably 
good fit can be obtained from the table VH.with the experimental 
value.We shall, however, not decide the value for Vot and from 
these calculations untill the electron scattering data is fitted
which would also give the value of V0s • „The most favourable poten­tial S£ • ■
melast se to , as against igh;
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Chapter 4, Admixture Coefficients.
In writing down the complete wave function'Mlp’ (2.22) the
JL
magnitude of the admixture foefficients (2 *19) must be determined 
with usual notations we shall mathematically determine the 
matrixelements ^y.-^/\and divided them by 2"t oO at the end.
From (2,24),(2.25)and (2.36) we can write
0 - ~ y 0 0 )  C  "'"•a/ic) ( V i
f T \
" W ) < * - ( . n )  ^RLa- « , n j ^  
»»* 'v\i_>o7 0 f>- |o^ „ . «>i
clearly the i-spin, spin and angular parts are the same as those
of I in (3«/' )we shall therfore calculate the radial
integrals only.
Radialpart.
In the analogy of (3.34). the radialpart of < %  \VvJ ^  ^  
can be written as.
% .  - v  n 2, ^
■= HiR N,h3 ('(\ it*1 r*-) r’- rle°ir-tp)fpr (QraM
From (3*36) we can write t L 4 •
* 07 CP- u . . s
ico t r j j i(^) \ fo-^4“C4RX+r ~ j - **
/ ( v i iu . 1 ) 4  ^  R%t ^ .t v R  i( < «  w)0 0  y}  + <’ 'T y K. cAIA3 ^  ~ ^  /
i-/y
*ce
L ,(f
h  2.
4 ± l | h ] l  f r 4 i - L M  . , k t
a g o  *3  -vs r -<* r jy-Jr'frue _  4 .fc
fc
\ l g O ( X 5  L *
- 3 N°t (a + /*p) •/z
Rs = A'Vi=
< -In
1
)C A '
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/
\ (ji(ti v ■- H U .'t uj") \
* [HJLzA.) - H *- + r< \ f< J- f< 'I ^  ^  C £»o «0
- !j?+ P^ hf3 p„ f (t i/0 t 
I 0 ""Jj
- A t ^ A
/•» V tl 1 ~n i  ^  0  ° + 2%
L. u X
3
oO
i. A. 
«C Sf_
\o ZZ'Lfj.
/ « C r 1  ^^ \ H/-A s% ^
17 <L. ^  ) f<
*Y >v L 1
h i
,<■ &
/^  '• 35:1 ^ /*c
finally
ft"* , >'
•- oZ
&i> a. /7 
+ -&
 ^
i <?> i
A  + -
(7 .lx
3
<7. 2 H \dL
/n • L g> /* yj
^tf
Lit.
(/J
cx3
n Vo/
X. - n  W u l  f,, ^  = * * =0
, 77? r’l L t S v
-- "j \ “ (^2 -
3 /, . £ ? !  \j I h l t ^  
p it” t tz+y'jyz
%  <4
• I s ZJ2£-'| v‘i* Jei/_i^—
' i v_i *. ■■' c7 (_l*-i-
= . 22f (The compton vave length for nucleon)
( S ^ )
A
me
LftZ
4 * 3
4.14
4. 15 
4.17
me = 938 Mev f°r a nucleon.
' * 2  f ~ * ^  ^  ^  ^  V 0 j. -L
oC- L* + -f)Vi 4.18
Below in the table VIII g 's are tabulated for 
P
various Vot and •
Table VIII Admixture
vt(Mev) 86.24 
*(F)
coefficients g tabulated 
P
80 70
as g 10 ^°p 
■ 60 50
.70 1 0 .9 0 9.52 8.6 6.8
. 60 12.42 1 0 .8 8 9.32 7.77
.56 12.96 11.34 9.72 8.1
.55 13.2C 11.55 9.90 8.25
.5^ 1 3 .2 8 1 1 .6 2 9.96 8.3
.53 13.40 1 1 .7 25 1 0 .0 5 8.375
.52 13.46 1 1 .0 9 10.09 8.4
.51 13.58 1 1 .8 9 10.19 8.49
.50 . 13.75 1 2 .0 5 10.51 8.60
.i+67 • 15.33
M
A o
14.31
14.65
12.51
12.80
10.72
10.98
8.95
9.15
Obviously the i-spin,spin and angular parts of this matrix 
element are the same as those of -C j j 7e and tiie radial 
part is identical to that ^  Y I V, 2.1 'i'f
Hence O. % i s/lil p,>e = - I f f  ■? (ji) Rfc 4.19
- -iJZv , l l O - A  1
- '6 Vo*i_ - + 5
, - . X v .  > i L 3 ± i 3 2 l  ~ °
; . e . * L ± v , tf l £ n L l £ ^ l S  ^  ' b n " ) V *  k.z-\
P Zi-J? .
L  r ! h d i l i i L  ^-22
w r  Lx -t/z)?/z.
# & > “ *«!+>*)] k .Z3
( A + y ^ y / i -
Z ’ ° $ 9  7ce ^  = ££'£/y tfe*) 4.24
In table IX ep's are tabulated as a function of oC
-1
Table IX. Admixture coefficients e^. in
o t . 7 0 *60 .56 .55 .50 .45 .40
Cp .11 3 . 1 1 0 . 10 83 .108 . 1 0 5 2 .1022 . 09 2
From (2.29)) (2.32) and (2 .3 6) we have  ^ / , ' / \
( / / -Ak - - Mi) (jr
(zi-rf/j rip/i° ) * • y d  h 7? +
fA .o jo .i jh - rip ~ ™j ftp - *•<6 i3™ >rV) a (A*)*- (^ ')* ^ ^  __
& CHI,) °-(jf •*-*«/> **A) *(_! j> ' flfi " I
i-spin and spin part: i-spin and spin part are the same as
those of A  \ VjX I Vo ; 17^
Space Part;- The special part of 
^  A  3  /(A 7e : “3 ) can be written as 2-
^ 26
Angular Part:-
Thg angular part,in the analogy ^ of (3 » ^ 8) is give^ by^
© t  H J f H  ( 6 p g v ^ 3 V )  ft]'(ht))  |  n - j  4 .27
/7)r0) , d-X-,ot.
4-0
-/
J7 i 7-) ~rj7 y 0) 7 (2.)J 4.29
Again these integrals are evaluated by reducing them to 3-j symboZP
0& ,
S t” —m
and  - - - -
x ~'i A/
(h) .
a .
-~J£L
1 °\/Trf
Radial Part. - The radial part is given in the form 
changing the coordinates from A i $ ) Al. we get
H *
4. p2 
4.33
4.34£.0 u/j 2 )
4.35
j?i X /  ^ // 6 ^  3-1 ^  j % - * V  ( I - cd 'A
* r A t  p p-cA ua i die yO OAj f{ d H  ^  At- .
{>Q oO
^ p t r j j J ^ ) e
o t>
z*N) j, H  fj
- /(4*L l±L
j
2
eC
a
«t /?•:l-
• i 7,L, £l
u 7m T ~ \
l(3 . , pTf—  / /£'3'5~7 _Z0 S ’7 , ^  ' 7
- ,g> ? ttihzm- L I ' n & 3 >Hi
%<i
2 z 43  A X
4.36
4.37
£•
_/2 , 2_ ifl
Cuj Lpuji H'l ili-WNft S ( A  Afti 3* 
/ / e ~ c t  , £  % j  i / 3 j ^  y f  - . . , x n  y ,  g  g >  n  f,
t / O A / A / A
4.38
4.39
4.40
4.41
4.42
4.43
4.44
ef’s are tabulated in table X as a fimction of
Table X. Admixture coefficients ef in Vt x 10
-2
.70
.124
. 60 
.136
.56
.14
.55 
. 141
.50
.1435
.45
.144
-ar- 'I
Let^j l;ritten from (2.26)e.s
f V  =■h *-L" r-- y"/>- ~ A % I c i i ~ > r  - 1z  r )
( S. S* /% Mi I is) [I £ I ( - r !»") H.v
t-0 * hi-<"^-'"i)°-O'-' J i „y
The factory'_/i'5 *6 is duo to tie is hole.For this wave tor to
be completly antisymmetric we have 
S=1 T=0 (T^=0)
Since the electron scattering does not denend on spin or i-srin 
I ~ l p  t  ■ m 0
3  44/e J Yfi vanishes unless (1 p)*~ has same i-spin and spin
quanfurm number on both sides .This allows only
Sa=1 , Ta=0 4.46
which follows immediatly that Sb=0 or 1 and Tb=0 4,47
fa)
for convenience shall we call 4'$$ when Sb=0 as <f^ > 4.48
and when Sb=1 as (j)
To evaluate J  i o^ / 7, 2. 1t? 7^ . ^
Let A 1 } V(? 5 according as Sb=0 or 1
3i bk i % 't. A /a J
K  of &- Off* y*/> yr,/)A ( i f - ™  /la. - rw/r ” t) a- (j b 6 tfpi gb + X )  10 7
With Sb=0 or 1 ,
For Ms to be zero i.e. I-ls=0 =Ma+Mb gives -Ma=Mb 
So that f.rs •- j f  £/" j3/t i  ^  - *»/ 1 i k X  ' X  i#>) ,-A e ^ f
° a  i-*»- i ~A* * 4  ^ ^
<£(\  p 1- f*p ^y )A [ ip - - / V ^ - X X V  3 ) 3 ?  . 
Hence •. / a/ 1 v ly 7 - -2 £ ^ _yJjtruVj- -L-^p- •£ v> ~
l\ { -4*~ 17  ' ?  - V  V  3a.( 1 °) i- 0
z-rf, t d v ^ K % y
K I P- v, X  u ^ i }Q V
a. 0 j>-c* Y*/7 ')A f ■ //a " "^Z? -^ vy’^'j  ^ (} ^  0 <4 i£i
r** /')(o 7
In order to evaluate this matrixelement the contracton of the 
operators is performed for the same L whereever it is possible.
This gives rise to the follvoing cases.
42_
(1) With a( 1pm'm'smt' )a+ (Ip.mms mt )
_^4_<:Aa(lp5-m'-m^ -m-{;)a+(K2)a+(K1)a(R3)a(RZf)a+(1p-m-nis-mt)
a(l so )a+(2 so-Ma- )1o
*  ■ r  *
m  which co.se m =m m s=nis , m^. =m^ .
Sign j&-j
I.; + 1 soA/>A<t 1p-m-ms-m^ . 2 s o - M + ^ / > + 1p-M0-ms-mg
I I .  — 1 80?^ 1 P*~IE—]3g —iii^ _ 1 p —IE—llg^—IEg —in^ . 2 SO
III.+ 1p-m-ms-mt 1 so A_fi/<■ jp 1p-m Ma-ms-m.b 2 so-M^v^/V^*-
IV.- 1p-m-ms-m^ 1 so A p A j f 2 so-Ma+/^3/ 1p-m ^a’"ms”mt ^2
Diagrametically this is shown in fig 11
There will be three more cases for thise contractions
( 2)  a(1p-m -m.g-m.j_ )a+( 1p-m Ma-mg-m.j.)
(5) a(1p-m*-mgOp a+(1p-m Ma-ms-mt)
©  a(lp-m'-mg-m^) a+(lpmmsm^ .)
This giving rise to total eight direct and eight exchange terms. 
i-Spin Part
Since V ^  is i-spin independent I ^
can be re gardes as 4. 4y0J )  J as regard the i-spin part is
concerned. We can therfore the direct terms of the matrixelement as 
D's for i-spin r £  ( i  {  5  - A  i  r* t '  rX '°) Mr ^  f a )
Ac
- S ' 7  ^  . 4 - r 3
= 1  (•i  j Zi - ^  A h  L %  j: X  X ©  3
-/ /' 7x~ rJl
z " i,For the exchange terms we have / y . A V
E ’s for i-spin = £  ^  W / X  T U "  V X f f X )
r P *  % * » , a £ 'T'ia
I 3 ~4 V
_ /
/T"
Hence the matrixelement is given by ^ V-X
^  %  l X  y s v  - *■ ^  3  3  ©  a
Spin Part. Since is degenerated into two states VIZ
!i .Ni
4
P
4 P  C1T s r,r
\ /  
X/v^XXX\/X
ixS'
/
7i~ 
/ f
X
N,2
/s
I s X  / * *
X
lT> x
'V
/
T> 5Fe» £ «>ti.
ill
\
Ip X
11
\
k .p
\r v P f l  j; s P
-P ix -if .is ./xs
X X ,/
M n m y
/tip
/
P V 1
\
x
P*H
X
/ v ^ ‘V V y V v ^
ZHv>/ Jl u 
«/ ^
V  V
111
£ ? - . WTJ )h f o r 13. JL■ -X -- C C/V
0
(i) Hfl,' y when Sb=0 in ihhich cace Mb=0=Ma.
and (ii) 4'"^ when £b=0 in v/hich case Mb=0, ±1=-Ma we shall thus 
evaluate 11//2 | JIA j ^ 'J') separately.The
spin part of the matrixelement. is given by
L A  i  ** rt- " > / H )  
t> T  ‘A  - x  X X / X -  A d  s ^ ' A X ' )
A  I f  Vi'y
70 }we have (From Rose' y by Wigncr-Echart theorem
z.g j e e p l f  1 A - ^  . x * *
-g -^- / 5 - - ^ / )  ^ ~  h i " a / - V ' A  t s
v;here s=0 for the operator 1 ^
and s=1 i! 51 " i! <?» 'Al
The reduced matrixelement is evaluated by setting
- =s*a'--z <*- /%. - « L X O
« / , ! X  ‘ i ( J = f g ) p i r  > -« ■ )& > r -* /-* ,)
clearly this vanishes unless (*}# z. O
Hence 1,1 = jyr, <* * i  - i / ^ A  ■ -3 * I ! A  // A -  >  * «
For s=0 i.e. for unit operator
Z - Y  i l Z ' ^ H  i  i /* =^*4l*2 <5 ■- M';e, jtnr <Ty G\ . 65"
or in the combined form \bfiyco.n be written as
< Vi Vi. \\ u  ° v < n  u Vi y2 > ' > 3
Now the spin part for the direct terms is
D ’sfor spin i £ ( g  y  y*p - ^ j /  .)(-£■ { <-> *■/>), A
1 A P - X  *Afl/ S/ - /%g (/ X  ^  - Ma_/l») C-f
*(-i ft-rp M„/yx n& - ^  PA„ -tfp -/£ *>*)
/ r t p///) £ X l 5% J - p  ^ * Y 7.
^P/i»)/A irtt-rr,p X t * I V
A  -j X  - X  f
( X I ^  ojIMp) ca 1>i,p cs / X X  H  J lf!’ t h  ^  J V V /S'.
45"
f 5
( It follows immediatly from the condition t h a t ^ r c  hero
for Sb=0 i.e. for '^Li°) h.6f
and D(c) are zero for Sb=1 i.e. for 'f'O)
Or R's for spin = ^ Li:~) ” '
( n " >  *«*//**.)(_{_i  A X i-tp/p-riA)
JjJT) - ’"'A* /v
{pi A  - "■ /%*. -/x^ /5 f ■— eS) {j ) 3 £-) ^ l~j J
Hence for s=Sb=0
z-s*~jn w ( 4  i {'^ xO 1 x i
and X T 0/?/ (J - 0 ^-75
For s=Sb=1 '
and 4f f J r r £'1 | A ' ) > | ^ J l F ^  vy-g A  A '/ 3 U75
^i>(r) - a  7i>, v-7/
where VI(a b c d ;e f )are Race-cha Coefficients.
The exchange terms of the spin parfc of the matrixelement are 
E's for spin - -y " YA/r)/luj(Z: ^ ~^p /i^." ™pj> ^
( 1  -J - A v ^  A / X  - * 4 0 s/ r t o - M a / ' ^ L - )  '
f t A !  '  ^  ’A ’) (AM/? -rfpj-k /*k ' ACX/XVPX ,>7?
-C-) a | 3 ( J 5 ^ ; ) V ( ! s4  £
( i T) )
Hence for^. = A A A  w 0 0 ' T S/J T  A  A  I T /’J l n O d  t v /
A  t o / l j V f  A / t N  - I^-rrO)'S ‘rft
---ft e-g*
for Sb=0 s=!i <%l >£^
--in?,:— — -vsi A n
*fcwSb - 1*4 = <0
A i x  i v p > =  =1 « uicwii/ih v > o ^ C ' w / z o  3 Vi_3 A
~ 1 ^  
^  I OV tf"* I H V ‘ ' >  _ tr * =  o  (A) ( ’/%! Vi- 1 !> !/zO ( > ‘A  »/2 1 3 A  / J  3 o  £ s'~ X-t3cr' _ _  ^ ?
Spaco part.
Writing the space part of the matrixelement only 
(1) when m'=m « ✓ , f  \ ,\ ^ <■,
^  (//W, ^
^  &  "fa.
- -^rr.lcrv) *k_/-£i(j)f?2ft)VA!£/) ^ ( Z ) Z t:AT\  Lf.fj
same is for (2), (jO, (A), i.e. when -nif=m; -m =m ; m = -m respectively 
Where the second denotes the sura over ail possible permutation
of the coorinntes.
The types of the terms occuring in evaluating 
these integrals are direct and exchange in coorinates gives by
A o ') ^ v \ y / ( u  Y
We sha.ll first work out the angular part and then 
the radial one. We can see from above that all the direct terms 
are same and all the echange terms are same .
Angular Part.
The angle dependent part of the operator is given by
. • X X  X
2 -  Y >  Y*(!)
X-'R 'R
so that the angular part of the matrixelement is given by
ffi)0-£0>” Jy/cby°fi)* x ~c*) v, t W y £ t - A- , i $ o
~  ™  y ^ %) y^c'D
0 £ - S . L ~  ~ yo " yjg y^[,) yo* b ;  y  £ Y ) ^  ? ,
y / , >? f A f ,~ri\ ^-KI X
R a d i a l ' X t  ^
The radial dependent part of the operator is given by
so that the radial part of the matrixelement is given by 
We have , ,
-- p A  ^ " p t Y ' - V - / " ' Y .
ct-L&Cu'ix)J‘ll£LAx
aj/4 ^  if u"e
4/ J
-| <7 O H o y
Integrating -§■*<. term first
changing the doorinates 4 , , a. z ^  f< • we Pet
fffiV- A W -  -J X  , , ,y , y
" i ' " s , \ x  , * ^ - > s r
j j [ ^  * I A *  -t Jj; A't' J &  <LX f (Ji) cl
Hence we get integrating over R  ^ , ~\ H r u .c)7
; > H v *  .•■*•< 'y  / W - V -  ■> - 3 - a - s ^ / ^  21 ^ — v-'-j 2
Writing the complete part qf2£^,/ with the normalizing court
Integrate the remaining first term VIZ
j X t ^ <L^ ' t A t ) ^ n ^ d C ^ ^ ) A : ^ , A l J ^  1 ,9 3
changing coors. from i i /£ > * we £et
~ ° o O  -i.td. A “L l  *  J L
*>' '
x \ 1 ^ /o2
- -1-, n r  X ^ f-i_^ —  K < a  y-/»3
" A*) ^ *■ oJ ' Ur°<; * z/ , x , ^ t y
Hence is given by   f -t~Ar , M  z<2/jcg_ ^  J L ) X
^N^Nzs^/f jizpJlEjft'Oz- 2ai 3 U * / X 2-9
,i a/1, ^ nrfrt \ / , f s~ Lx*i£\'£et<- H-fas.
Integrating over and writng the result in terms of T
we have for Xj - {— — * "5”. (See appendix 1) z _. _ 4.106
. yzv v  r j i t + L 1' L¥LJi~l Li-ib?** hix * Wt~,3 < r  N'X   ^ •
- ^ y v i  vi>'x/ i + ^ f A j), i, ifi/i+y7) -$(//**■ >*■?]
^  -Jf#lSt - * ) f i i p W *&< *&*■ H
x a  A y  - i h 2- -stt2- x
- s.1' h, e  * W x e  }(<-/t0 V iX '
Leaving behind, the factor A/, sA/is^ i f* wo 4a ve 4.110Q^-< *-
T~  ^
j r / ^ , 4 , 6 . ^  e * ' C* r+ * 1 ^ *! ’)
J A j„ ^  n - l n A . ^ A  d i - , ^ 2 0
To integrate^ *jp  ^ - - - l * x
y - 0  'r'"
v/e shall again proceed in two parts « 4.112
2*c
Integrating first the second term i.e.— —  pa.rt we have
"A
~> O'
changing the co or din to,3 
/ ff (ft ~ zj A) (4 +  27 ^  i R  ^  6
.■1 Ay / ^
a /* 2- , J3- '*- \
A . d y ?  ^  ) e
.4-
2.
<A
jL^ A) uJ){\ X/l A.
v. Z- Si- A
e. % " Jt A.<2/(_l*) J 2 (Ayj^  ~ t£
lext we shall integrate the remaining part VIZ
y  y  y.*., a .
> A)
' /  ^  ^  ^ ' /R4^ f  A-) di ^ o Z )  fC d  ft A
’ ' V  9 / in “* * V l -^3 A  2 , > /)
ftZ)
1
~ —■ AS
- X  "(v<)!
So that ^  p is given by
(z<y
A . *- 3u-'t
A -/ %
ft £ -: 4i,g f2 ^ 3" y 3 ,/4r y  / ^ e * L kAZj"' 1 A<)
* n, ^  Ai,V y  ^  v Ufa n
= ? ^  v[ A j  T ' - C (£>>) + * & y f ]  x 2 ,
(sph y* ['f g (A> t  ' h / X l
t A r  x > o  • *■ ( s & T  J
2; *4r pA  v 6 & 0 * p - « ( /P ) +5- J
1 t A  v t A A  [• - * fep.) + 5 tA A  ]
-  no
c X ?  ( A X  h y 4  (~p,) -  ^L X  b" ] h 1  ^)
Similarly 3/ .2 >?_ 2-j
, D tW -T rX c y it S ^ X n O - ^ A o J ^ - h )  
v r , w  x , . / ? ( 3 f o Vir ' - h A 7 b ^ ' ^ p ; i ^ - A
<6i0 ( j Ya - -CVo I 'fi^ /^  3 Afo I V}l\ ^
which gives iron (32; and (48).
a  p 0 1 h i  < t Q  - C ) Y  i  ( « e c - !  [ 8 £ h )  h
-nfPtcj-fLQ-bE 0 )  
s i  z ^ i ' Z i i  y 1 ’; >
v y y A  " J
hence D =
1  II J l<> _ L  
^ ^  u,v
Z 2. “
V
i. 
r_f -Y
y2y{?h«-;A,h-h‘
= P(<T) +yj £ cp -,yr £ d h
H 2
iy • / < 3 
d 4, -^/'y
q-t t t
M - n ?
Lfl) 9
H i ^
L -}2 o 
/
/5L2-
Lr /2R.
tj-nf
*i-1 u
H - m
H •as
If-Hc
ij'111
H t\i
4* A
From^72-0— (f* ( /^•/l>i) can be written as 2,
A 'A  -  — / ? A { ' 4 £ i + p ) j
' >l h 2- ^  1 / r  V  A
- ^ ,/T Oi - A  [' + H ? Ljz?) J' t/'w(> ^  4 A
(i A ^ A ; b4^ -  ^ }_»-■n4fp)
■rfji
It
+£r(i4o
134
ca
I I
i • o 2.2. — r *
2°C U  \J ^
■f 4 .1 3 6
From this formula g^  s are computed as function of p£ and the
potential depth Vot and Vos in table .* I .
Table XI. Admixture coefficients gs as gs x 10 .^
(Vt, Vs) Mev
-ccfT.'•
(8 0,3 2) (7 0,2 8) (60,24) (5 0,2 0)
. 7 0 17.75 15.54 13.54 11.1
. 60 16 .6 7 14.60 12.50 10.42
.56
• 55 15.55 13.96 11.97 9.975
.54 15.61 1 3 .6 6 11.71 9.975
• 53 15 .5 6 1 3 .6 1 5 11.67 9.725
.52 1 5.4o 13.475 11.55 9.625
.51 15.24 13.35 11.43 9.525
.50 15.15 13.25 11.35 9.47
.45 14.16 12.40 10 .6 2 8 .8 5
,4o 13.23 11.57 9.92 8.27
(50,32)
.13
6 Qo
we , / f ]  4 ’ 137
Noting i-spin and spin formalism to be the same for Q7 as IK .
IS? ' -32.This may be written from 2.27 0 0
Mr  Mi> ii ~t '"'fi
L i ■k-*pAv-ncJ%-*^LJi
t% Z tAj, -  Ml H  CI ^  - 4, H  L- <y
>  ■ , , 5 8
To e v a l u a t e ^3
whore vfy = -f ( 4.139
We h a v e ^ i  ^  £(// y ^ i ^ U t  J  ~N">/'‘’X ?  I ’V ’>7'«)
Lii-4, /*«- ^  |  C-y
ti x r t L - r t o . ~ r t « / " d
O j Gt(^f p -  yJp  -  *»y )  &(f f* ^  1*J>yrl£ ) ° - ( ^ 2 - ^ W ^ )
t(l i(,f>tfr ^  /^- > v y . rv^^(,c0Ap kd~ M i I < y >
k.lkO
Since i-spin and spin parts are exactly the same as for£ % j  [/ j^/p
<7 ^ ^
where D fs and E fs are the same as used in case differing in the 
orbital quantum number as difined in e ^  wavey-'V> .
zi H lv^ c) -z^ i ^ ) ^ C j i -{)£.cc) -i i ^ 3  4.143
Space Operator.
The space operator is given by ^
v(-± r ^ ) - - f z oj \ ~ r f j  ^ ‘ - d l ) > V  d ^ >  d I S ^  -  $ ' 5 ^  • 1 w
Writing the special part of the matrix element only. 
n) when m f = m . ✓ , j* .,/ / , , ,
<2- ( j m - ^ ~ ' rUlev)
iv> f/}^
T  { //  w  -  -"* /  o v )(_ ll'ro  F l j  - Trf'/x M / ) { X 2  F I /  -  F ] / jC r o )
^  " *1-" / ,
Only the space part of the matrix element is given by.
(/)™  ^/ox.)[aw rit -rr.jirl( ) (i2r% - ^ , 1?)vlj{ t .
-v^ ( Pfy 7<V'  ^ 4
, *  «
f f c l D f u
Where y ’* ^
$,<0 -z4, O)Y.0)
u * >  h , l ^ y ^  *
k
f-j,o , ^ ido ) y ^ 0 ) 4i)
= W < > Y ^ ~ rt*)clearly Dn= D2 ;^= = Dg ^ '' ^-V
and E^= E0 = E7 = E.1 2 j? 4.
Angular part;
The angular dependent part of the operator is given b
^ 4 . *  %  6 0
The angular part of the matrix element for direct and 
exchange terms is given^by (h )Tj a nd@£
&i> -%Jy/c^y^L^yft I o X ' T d
^  tfjtr vn\3Lrti)(llf/}il<ra')
/ - v>' -rv. d^-rvs/Q /ty )(2 2 ^  - /‘'V f <?*)
f y /\,)y Aii)/-jL, fy'*z)Yt<LV ^ ~ /7'x
_ ^ 7,;^. W arfixiz^ -rfxl**)
A I ./&
T _Ijtt'5K * S A ''/% J X  L'l)y  
_j_ < y C/,irr' ~ w/iMinify'flzlm3')
r t . . r r  - f a '  ^
* J y ~ y  /i d -r‘- - j T f
(H)e s 2 -J-" 1 Un* rtj - rtj -
” 7  / * w  -fy *A *  Z° ^ / V " '  ,
% r j x  v ) y -* ^ y ,
_ (// 7* - r^ jtrv  ) ( j / ^  W 2 ) LI 1 /V/ - / %  fcrO)
~  i _  /> ,
" 7  Y  ^  4  o) 2
for h«__^
y / tOYI
= same as for ($£> .
f 2  Tv
.146
.147
.148
y
if->So
H-iS!
C f ' l ' f l
.153
Radial Part
The radial part of the operator is given by {/t) I'tx) , 
so that the radial dependent matrix element are given by the integral 
of the type
bd * , d L,) V  ^  <■*' ’ V  t  A* 4.154
and
ke Ai  JA,ch.-L ^ 4.155
e =//?,<, e- l-t
D ^  ^ ^
* ’’ 4>156
Leaving the factor^is^id we can write the integral as
f ^  ^ / ~k  ^ f \ ~ ^ [A-i A’A-x). . 2 r , .
y  4-a. t 1 ^LC^>UJll)^l A^ck )0k 2. I
This is exactly the same integral R^ as an case °f ^CJYor'^0 *y so
that we can write the result straight away.
r, _iRiis^N,j n r x A  15 i t Jl 1 h .  4 -  -k. u
HD -■ U < p  V  a. V (wx;4^| °'2 ) i  N , ^
Hance Hj, .  v ^ f 1 [ I -1 ( - £ p )  +  J  4.158
Re = f R lp ,!lRl</0)Rl*p)Rip{*-)d('L)& ^  Or? ^ tz i) ^ /
< \ z 2 “i •/**■ 2 J*-
-i* e e z .^2^ 2' $La-)z*"’ e*oOJflA.} -tz <&)ckx k . ^ 3
•i, i 2\ 1/2
~s( i-hAt) -A/A.O £ 2/ j -=4(^|T^X/ sy'uo 2 /, ^
e j(_A)cw/:,'‘.,''‘-11* (£*“■'/i)
This is the same as the 2nd part of Rg in 0jVjYl
’• ^  " W,s ^  ^  g f " /£ 7 ^ 1  * » q  4.160
J ^  \/2rii . _ _/_ /V,sN.Pi ^  ) |
' " - K j O
„ - £  - ^ J
Hence __ ,/ v 2. 2
J T  i rcZ.,i >2- v ^ r  , . ,/>
■n _ jLfi'— - < —  V^-f—rz ) I / ~ i /— £■—
s - L(%\l 3 U + ^ V  l } ~ L 2-t^) j ^  ^ 4. 167
We have /.^
or
Z-H'e | / 2-! 4v /?
--ii b- \ f  vl<) J - { { ^ /c) h  r [F £ (<d \ J 4. 168
H Q - M j z  n it)  -(,-rOUc-){^&)r-(<r) 4.169
f»I ^  K/+ ^ i/e)-4v/rn(<r)-(i-Jz) £/c)-(3 1JI) E [IT) 4.170
It can be written in terms of/-./?
^  /w  * 1 ^  * 4  m ^ A ]~  * & >  j
-hjEriy-t-vp)^ - ^ i r ^ z W z ^ O  i
v> j  4.172
or *  ^
4.173
g^ is computed from this formula for ^
-o 5 » Me<u and t^, 3 n 3 2 .
pl^jI o{_ -- o ■ 5 C f- &- o ' £ 0 f
U  -_ /  i ' t y - s / l
7-^tQC - • ^  /
-
vveh.w: $,/ - CCif/' (14)"' \ cA3
The non-zero contribution from electron scattering matrix 
element will be whenPl^^# • and 'p - o •
> Zixr' ,rnz 4.175
/ 5*1
Hence O ’^  j Stf f1&) - r*y - -ry /«/)
Or z r/c' ~ ^  +a p \c>j  /is~ / % ) ^
is* u  n A
x a O f ” W / > W )  et (_)-/>-■* Ma.-r*-TA{')a-llS°A/>S1'/)
1~ °' 't/'t/)!0?  4.176
For the total spin to be unity, with the same reasoning as in case 
4z^ an(  ^ ^  are selected with the set of values
(i) s* = / » ^  - * - » « :l
4.177
(ii) 5a~- I 1 S/ - I — > S = /
This gives rise to two wave functions viz
(i) '■vjjl -
(ii) t, „ Sa -I ? ~ 4.178
To evaluate i M c. I j/ I 44/7e we have , ,
it. X~Ap tfp-rfa -+J<p\% Mf> Aft*0')
u £ r t * A a’-/lf* h  ‘"sX* t-ripfioh’li-)1'**"**' *
in -/ -z i i !- T  V I1 i i  i ”/  "3 '*7
lii-t'tp fOpjxo') * i  1^3 ^ 4 >
/ f n * ,
y- a fa ll'p ~ /*?/> - yn />//? _ -yV>/7 - 3 «-fl ft rr 'vr/l At*' /-)
i  [ *^2) dt £“/?•) *Y  ^  £  flft ^  T"V> Yvy)
A flf- -Y> y*p- £/ b*/6/>
4.179
This gives rise to the following cases with contractions 
Q<n(lp~r/-Jp - r v y f ^  7^  ->*/)
/ ' _ ' »
This contraction implies r ^  >vV> ~ ^  so that we get
the matrix element "fit I vj ^ 3 ^ 7/ as
k k ? k k^ sign ^
D iboAfl^/ J ft~ f/L~^r'rtp'yAa-yy- ip~rt/Va T«/> /t “1
E / S , ^ X /  '*V
X tU-T'fi.-W ,P— ** -a ^4.180
2 I ft-/*/>-” 0/p-7*/* A
h~)
Their diagrams will be the same as in fig 10 2s is replaced by id
There would be three more cases with contractions 
®  LI ft - ('V> - T- ' (Ap -■/*/»- rr,j.)a. [> p - - **/> - W-)
g) cl( t -r.-/) a (j ft- fle. - ^
(ftjj &.(_! ft - rOa- r*- Mp - YV7; ” Y>'V ) &- 0  P'YA rv/y
thus giving rise to total eight direct and eight exchange terms. 
1-spin:
Since the i-spin part is same as incase of ground state 
of IK. oA. (k-i we shall therefore multiply the Direct and Exchange* V y
terras by-JJ and-;® respectively.
4 j
30 thatZ.4'» I W  Vje---H M ^ Ufef•1 }
Spin
Let us evaluate the spin dependent part of the matrix
4.181
elemont^H^ j^'KrCi. (Ti | i n  two cases wheni,Sb = o, ii Sb = 1.
^ ^  ^ 1 -- - ‘
(J! >< - ^  f ~t rryO^ />~ 'rA,l // rtn) j.
Cl 1 -^0 Aaj™) (2- Mflfa °) ( - j 
l ^ t V
4.182
The technique of the calculations is same as in case of<^^?|l 
we shall therefore avoiding all laborious algebra write the matrix 
element in terms of
D(c) D ( 0  E (c) E(<T)
'f?a ^ - ' V -1 4<1g3
/ 3
wherc°4 - for Ms = + 1 & ^  for Ms - o
5 " a  J . ni
and°(.pfp - (2! -tfp tffil3*) 4.184
Similarly
ii, when S, = 1 the matrix element ( / , , '/ \
^  114x1*2 2  Ap-w '/2 -/i) < 3 ' V  ^  4 ^ ^
0/ M g. Mn-Ma.hM/>)0-\-
4.185
From the conditions of the Clebsh Gordon coefficients the 
element can thus be written in terms of X> :> £(tr)
A.M' o I 'J U 1 Ho*01 ~'t) IK." (ft™ - / 2“)<
Space part
The space integrals are given as
( 11 '>v< , - A‘7/? — vvi ) 2 - ^//~m _ w"' j tro'y^ . jVJ /?
J tg(o £ ( > ?  v  j?yo <£\%
where 3) <? £• e>
V
*.!■> - R . s M X ^
IU > )  - V > ! (  l S  M 9 ?  ( O
% c o
t1)
D1 = ^2 = ^7 = Dg and E*, = E2 = E7 = E8
and similarly it can be shown that
d3 = ^  = d5 = e6 and E3 = \  = E5 = E6 •
Angular Part.
As before the angular part is given by 
a 5L. [n ^  }crJ) jji t -fA/? > W  2 '
„ ■£? />/ ¥ . J&.
yitJ /g C>y% ('3 ^  y  y  ^ y  i y c / — ' i - l J _ j 2^ x
- £ £ "  "4 ’a - ^  7 - A  - k . ) ^ ,
I <■■- *-7- /\ j + y* - H p  ± ^  __ ,v)
Hence for Ms = o. (J^ ) ^ z - -—-3  ^= £ /!^-' r - 7=- ^
,£A = ■ ^ 3  (A ^  - -/a J M „
a*/
, v / \/0 v r ^  ^ jty*-(V/3 " 1% ^  j ,
I y u)/t L')y L')y> i p y 1 p y y i ^
~ 5l (jt'**- ^  J Lr0')^ H A -tfp t 'rt'/z ~^-°)c=>(-fyJp
matrix
straight
W a
A. 186 
A . 187
A . 189
A . 190 
A. 191
(68)
4.194
U195
57
The radial part is exactly the same as in case of j i/jx)
. * The matrix element is given by
^ . | v M * £ >
^  I y.l W  - i m 0 n 2 - * & > " < & ) }
'~~l^&^zf2h-'i2ls K-^ S\'r^ Voi
ln l A  of 
- - J * c  '-19?
. • e V  - ~ • l % j  ■ 4.198
Having thus know*? the admixture coefficients the complete
6wavefunctions (2.22) for Li in the ground and the first excited 
sta.tes are known. We shall next proceed to electron scattering.
CHAPTER 5. ELECTRON SCATTERING.
Introductor3ri .
The charge distributions of nuclei in p-she.ll have been
investigated by me vans of scattering of electrons iron nuclei in
nLi. 75)
considerable detail ’ . Elastic electron scattering furnishes
information cn the radial variation of the static charge density 
01 nuclei.*,vi their ground state whereas the inelastic provides 
information on the strength and multipolarity of the transition 
and slso the radial dependence of the transition charge density.
In scattering electrons from a nucleus target, let us assume that 
the target nucleus contains number of protons, each of charge g 
land ( C Oj\}z. ■ • }be ti e wave function to the nucleus containing
the coordinates (y<~ *,1.. £-) of all the protons in the nucleus.
be the wave function in the ground state and 'g£>^ _be the final 
state in which the nucleus is excited, k-et t be the electron 
e<
" f e \ x - a x\ s-..
which is the usual coulmb energy of interaction of two point 
charges. This perturbation V is responsible for an electron to make 
a jump from its inital shape <3>0of momentum !fo( energy E(>) to a final 
state momentum jj ^  (energy E) .The matrixelement for such
transition is given by "£ _  7
In Born approximation the electrons wave function can be used
position v ctor. We shall write the perterbing interaction in the 
form „ w _ ..a ‘______
as nornalized plane waves given by , ,
$<v> r , f  —
where k is called the wave number defined by
f : t k
( This vector must not be confused with the proton number in
the nucleus.) After making some simplifications the cxpression (5*2)
can be written into the form used frequently.The mathematics ior
7k 76)these formulae has been done by Hofstadler ‘ ’ in fus two
excellent review articles and Elton^^. The validity of Born 
approximation in coulomb scattering is given by^^
whore '•"J ~ H a a ,w g.6
For rclativistic electrons ‘-'7 /v-- ^  ^ ( j 7 9.7
T.iicl so Born approximation is good for light nuclei. It must be
born m  mind that the simple Born approximation docs not take into 
account m e  cfiect of the coulmb field of the nucleus on the incident 
wave before it reaches the nuclus. This effect is two fold in that 
it distorts the wavefront- and changes the wavelength. However the 
latter change can easily be allowed for approximately by replacing 
the wave number k at infinity by the local wave number at the centre 
of the nucleus X* , This gives rise to the nuclear radius 
(obtained from the born appr oxima t ion) reduced by 1-2 percent for 
light nuclides. For heavy nuclides the improvement in the approxi­
mation is substential but the kindIagreement obtainable is still 
not enough (see fig .5 of Ref 73).Another approach to improved
Born approximation c n provide to extra.pol.atc an exactly calculated-
cross-secticn to different energies and is valid for quite large
n-r )
values of A . As these nuclides are beyond the scope of this 
work we shall not bother to go in details of those improvements 
-and restrict to simple Born approximation.
Scattering from a point charge:.
Rutherford scattering, in which incident ;ipointi; 
particles with charge ze and Kinetic energy E against immovable 
charged point centres, such as nuclei vrith charge Ze, considered as 
source ox an electric force field, given by the famous Rutherford
formula j . _ Z Q.A
/ ^  16 tTA 0 /i ^
( 0 being the polar angle of scattering )
lies a.t the root of all scattering procesGcs involving charged 
inarticles^^. This formula is not a rela tivistic one and takes 
ho account of the "possible spins of scattering partners nor 01 
their possible identify .Mott considered the rele.tivi.stic scattering 
of Dirac particle such as electrons, apainst point nuclei in which 
the incident particle i.e. the electron, is assumed to have c spin 
although the scattering centre, the nucleus is assumed to have 
neither a srin nor a magnetic moment. Mott derived, xcr nuclei 
satisfyinr the inequality (b.7)
2/57 = z  e/tc <,< <
6m  approximate formula called Mott Scattering fornula78)
cl o" y' .e  _ f . ;,>/ , ■ (>. , . /, . , \
201 - ~ UA 7- 7t)(i - u A 1)
V.liero xv * vjr 4c <•_, are the velocities of the icidont particle 
and light respectively, m is the rest mass of electron. If trie 
very large near c we can replace I - i  d ( 'Eli1' J
x *■ ' £
is substituted :>..or I ■_ ,jr/c the total energy of an . electron is
given by Jl= .So that the formula of Mott for elasticL \ *- VJ fC 3 ' •*»-
scattering of electrons with spin -J against spinloss nucleus of
charge Ze can be written as ->
, J <r \ _ / - A V~ <0*^
V. cl' 31 p.fj.wx {• ^ .xt-vi/-* <d b >• )0
Which is well known expression for coulmb scattering .
Scattering from nulei of finite sice:.
.in
i 7
Corresponding to eq, ) for a point charge, a formula
for elastic scattering when the nucleus Is finite instead of a
7(3 )point charge muQft have the form' ^  Y t_
i f  -- ( u r  s g ^ l  ^ r> e-L y ' d *1
wher €(*7 is the charge density within the nucleus as function
A2)of radius vector from the centre of the nucleus defined by
Co fo * ~ £, 3- I f M r M  i I ^  <le^s> hi b*.
LA- 1 2
and t\ %i is the momentum transfer vector, the numerical magnitude of
which is given by r . ,
CU - £J=~ y W -  6/z rx /% & Z- g -' M
1/ ~ i c  - L A ‘
X •- //» being the reduced de Broglie wavelength of the higher orgy
rjC.
incident electron. It can bo shown'0' that j*can be reduced in the form
w i f i f  m f k -  V \ > w  e m i r- i-1 7 nu'fo <3/2. L'h fo ^ J3 3 7 i  * *' *
on dividing (5 .15) by (p.1C) and taking the square root wc obtain
~ ~  ('f'C( a) .vviw iv  V.) ^  ci r tf -! 6
This quantity is called the "Form factor*1 said usually denoted by 
F( q) .The form factor is determined from the experimental data 
where it is defined as ”thc ratio of the crcss-scction measured 
c-xperimentally to
the cross-section calculated. 011 the assumption of a point muclc-us"
So taut irp c,. > ji _ /d ^  \ / 1 -r- x
u  V » l  -  p p ? 3, )  M .’- - 1- S '. 17
and since sLS" is the squire of tb.e scattering axiplitude , -f (e;
^)can also bo given by ^
-- (f " " L l, A f , ’ ')e.-~J,
Cross-cections for electron scattering from •o~sliell 
(light) nuclei have been fitted very well using symmeric charge 
distributions derived from shell model wave functions with an 
infinite oscillator potential by several workers g i v i n g ^ ^ ,79) 
the length parameters <yvand < v* >w*'in the table below 
Table XII. Parameter of muclides with 4 1 A  i i 4>
Nucleus
ii
Parameter o( *
1.31 f 1.61
2.65 f(s);1.07 f (p) 2.82 f 76,79)
1.72 f (s ) ; 2.14 f (p) 2.60 f 73>
1.78 f 2.61 f 80j
1.6 f
1.23 1(s),2.0 f (p) 82J
1.55 f
1. 64 f 2.41 f
1.67 f 2.48 f
1.76 f 2.63 f
able it can be seen that ( inorder to fit the
,9
B11 
C12
'\kN 
016
From this t !
experimental data for Li , it is assumed) & and p protons move in 
different oscillator potentials. The first set of values for the 
s and p shell parameters implies that the p- nucleons move in an 
oscillator potential well which considerably narrower than that for 
the s nucleons. Eltons parameters suggest the other way round and 
at la.st his s-proton parameter is in good agreement with the 
general trend of these parameters in the table, decently G,Bishop 
has measured cross- section for elastically scattered electrons 
by L ,<,<7 fo-r 'lu C u ig and fitted the result^’01) with a 3ingle 
parameter »7’! ^  closely 1 or sr.ia.ll -y but his curve deviate
considerably as 4, increases from the experimental points of
no) 8 ? - i - iHonstedtcr . tJagariare and pandya “ fittea tne experi­
mental results very well for elastic and inelastic ( aJ- 'V3 ^ )
scattering of 190 Mev electrons by Le^ with two length 
parameters for s and p nucleons in intermediate coupling.
For electric munoocle scattering (1=0) which correspono.3
v *-~
t° elastic scattering from the spherically symmetric charge 
distribution of the ground state the form factor is obtained as
( fej ^ “3~ t_ I ^ T\ j <) etX) Yf (-ra j av I L Cu-j
Becasuse of the spherically symmetric density distribution it can
not depend on the magnetic quantum, munbers, the integral must be 
the same for all M and summation over all M will yield simply g a T-o > 
times the integral. So that L°\j) is simply given by
(t\}\ ~ cAv b'7-°
For inelastic scattering the still the same selection 
rules hold good. The inelastic form factor for an electric multipole 
transition is given by
! m- = dnr ^  | fed1 %  > p  a  ,,
Where i.'vy
All through this work the electron is represented by
v. S i  ,Y
a plane wave to ■ 'and the Z-axis lias been taken along the direction 
of the momentum transfer £o that we may use the expansion of *-
‘i/.Y j in terms of 8 -r, , , o „ . , >
■ * ' \ " i  ;  X. ^  / T M T i T T  J y { t-*>
The integral "for the form factor may be expressed 
in terms of a reduced matrix element using: the theory of
<  T ' M ' I  j j , ,  Y t  ° |  3  f i >  =  O 1 , n < > l r r n ) L  j ' | J  H P ^ V i / /  o p  f .momentum ■ - i(i u —  .<“««•« » -/.rax,
From the Cliobsch G or dan coefficients the f ollowing sellcction
rules arise , , ,.
m - j  :>  i  a u - o - ' i  . ...
h. = m- 2  ^^
Since there is no operator in (3.24) which could affects the
nuclear spin functions the soin selection rules can be written as
 ^ > / X S-tX
-- N .  j
and if the initial and final wave functions of the target nucleus 
are derived in LS coupling cl.m-ry 
then |
>x ( , U-L!\ J b-.L l
M l - M l' j
The symmetric charge distribution is derived iron shell model 
wavefunctions with an oscillator potential ox the form
V (  > ' -  -  V o h  k  g  s*-i«
lol
s . L.
where K  ~ Ii ^  , fl being the r.ass of the single particle in the
potential, Vo is some suite.'!.le well depth and -k»-eis the energy
interval between the energy levels of the oscillator given by
F-v-a v. l i . ^
£>4
CHAPTBh 6 Elastic Electron Scattering in Small Model
In Born Approximation, the form factor is /riven by
or^ 2.) " eqn.(5 .20)
where?(&ban bo defined iron ( 5.12) o s
e o o -  d \ , A t , .. J \
H C  is given from (2.22 a)
Hence is becomes
p- -  ^ ^  C 1 r \'t- I' \ E
' 2 I A f h  e- ' d  \  - - • - - - d  (, |
* l e x f c d v s . )  I ‘£'>3 t .i.
As v/e are working in the first order perturbation the 
terms containing higher powers, of the admixture coefficients 
than one are neglected. i ' ■*y' -r . .
The matrixelcment <C.  ^ from (2.22a)
can be written (denoting <»/ li ^by 0) as
e*±ri © )  vj> > 5 2 <.i+.0 |O | s,ciy a ^  ^
and from (2.20)and (2.21) + ^ ^ 3  6'3
=  < ! * f t ] “ | o  t d r  J 0 1 9 1 { \ p 1 S>J07
'/’iP t o  LV-/ ,* '■>*]?.> 6, L<
The last term contributes nothing- to the elastic 
cross-section.Since &  is the single particle operator which 
changes a particle from. [ /A" s v <3 state leaving the other two 
particles in p state unintoracted. This would give rise.to zero 
if p-particles do not have the same quantum numbers. As" the total 
orbital angular momentum,L is zero the configuration CM" 'C. 
causes C'b'Klto have coupled to L=2 v/hcre as configuration i\tvU03 !> 
has L=0. Iienco the contribution is zero from the last term of (6.&) 
Next v/e consider the effect of the coupling scheme on 
the terms with hole in their configuration ■ the third term
id I + ^ 4 " < + o l O  I %'y
Since the single particle operator Q/is spin independent, while • ^ ^
changing 3s hole into a 2s particle, its no.trixclonents would be 
the sane whether Sb=0 or Sb=3 in (6 .5)
-i ri 1 i r-i l ; s s (. q | C  I 3^^ ^ k i*
£5 6
Whore n could be zero or one i.e.Sb=0 or 1 
Finally from (6.3) we have
i O  \ c  '- p y o H . |o i  <->
whero % A  *5 -5 n> -+ 'j.P') 6 -
To evaluate £ let us determine the natrixclaments 6.8 term
C  I > g, ; -
From (2.20)and (5*20)we can write the form
—-
factor for the lowest configuration as
t V * *  ^ i  K m H t o "  ( * - * V  ^
Having integrated over all coordinates other than h .^ and
summing over all protons wo obtain by the use of (2.3)and (3*33)&s
f a  Ct°  y ? t _  ‘ ' /tiTi-'A I r \  t*ia \ x » ) *- -t v v’-v < mvwx . - v  /.<!A V u  a »P ' *r ' y
, , , V t . * >
f - t - o  *  * .  ^  L ;. -  p . io
V,
4' (j- \  e" ^  >• 4 L (j - ) a" t v ^
- 0  - V%  V a *-) < . R  C' ^  A k 1-)
From (2,21)and (5*20) the form factor for the 
configuration in P  h<-hj is given by
F , / ^  - ^  L.- ' —  Al<'
The angular part is s O-ltiO O- s in case of fjj: onf iguration
^  / ?  ^  r i > .
■=. % 7 s Vy*,. ( - yl0 pp,.) r.n-C" V<>-e j fe w
<.Mro\ A  V *  | >  .
-  ....   ■----- ------------------------------------i - I
The state is changed to 2s by the single
rjarticle operator ■€ -"leaving the -particles in 1 ^  and t F* 
state uninteracted. As each wavefunction is completely normalized 
the integra.1 over the space for the unintc-racted particles is 
unity and this the contrubution to the form factor from H/o is 
given by „—  * 1,^0 x \ , K ,
F a  -- Hi a $ O  ~ - T " 1 >  vi.^Cv ) 1 ' b k  .
a— W w  „<>'} 6-iU
-  « o 6 % ^  A  '*• <  x  fc> C "  A  «<*■)  ^1' i s■o< c.A.j'
Hence F-^ can be written from (6. 8), (6.11), (6.12) and(6.l4) as 
V* <A 
The fo
- f ^  v ^ - x i . Xjy. W J . J . U U U I J . i i U l x V. v  U   , V ^  •  ' I ) f V O   I £_ ^ c U l U A O .  I * + , / f i S
- U* * ■**•%$-fa C'tj-,.. - i -*1 1*  / £  *"
rm factor for elastic electron scattering given in (6,16) 
depends on V  ,thc momentum transfer and the admixture coefficients 
j^j ^  which arc- function of the potential depth Vo and length 
P&ramctor K. .It has already been pointed out in chapter 5 that the 
elastic form factor was fitted-^’^ 1 ^ v e r y  well with the 
experiment taking two length parameters but the configuration 
mixing was not taken into account. Wo shall now attempt to find a fit 
(if possible) of the form factor (6 ,16) with one length parameter 
and a variety of potential depth storting from free two-body 
interation.
With trial and error method we tried to explore any 
reasonable fitting with the experimental points?9»80,81) Wxth 
the length parameter £ t  7pand the potential depth 5 r U v t  
Vol't anc* v 3 1 • I't was found that with c* ‘C'jfj-
and *0 *6  ^there is no possible agremont at all with the experiment
rm / rJ / & f f .
however for 1 b - ^  ^ K> S there is not too far disagreement with 
the observed points. There is found a constant error throughout^ 
it is also noticed that there is not much appreciable affect of the 
potential depth Vo .This shifts the log curve slightly more or 
evenly however the best possible curve (which is not even a.reason­
ably fair agreement as can be seen from table XV and fig 12,13»1^-») 
is for the parameters
«* - ■s-6.f'' jVofcr - j V«y> 6« <}
Incidently the curve with the parameters given in (6.19)fits in 
reasonably well with the experimental points of Bishop^^ (See 
fig. 1^ -) observed recently. Although ho did not give aiiy observed 
value of the form factor beyond ^  - l‘ but the curve
drawn from his observed points can be fitted quite well the 
simple harmonic oscillator form factor with a single parameter ^ : -A
^ which of course differs with Hopstadtcr?9)
•points and Eltons73»o5) and Jackscn32) two parameter curvi
1Flq)
•1 -
• 01
(Vt  = 80, Vs = 32)
s
|  Hof s t edl er
5  S t r e i b  
x  Bishop
( V t =50,  Vs = 2 0 )
0 1 2  3 4 5
q 2
1 i g . l 2. E l a s t i c  f o r m f a c t o r  f r om o s c i l l a t o r  p o t en t i a l  w i t h  c < = ' 6 f -1

.1
.01
Q 52 3
Pig. 14. Elastic form factor from oscillator potential with 56 f> 1
Vot = ^  ^ ev; ^ os= ^  ^ ev.
l o
It may also bo noticed that his^^curve for snail is not in 
strict r-eemcnt with streib's point81-* (sec- fig 12,13,14,and Table; 
XII,XIV,XV)
Table XIII Bishop’s Form factor.
V* *548 ' .78 1.075 1.075
pu -587 .446 .333 .338
Table XIV Streib’s form factor 
.373 .630
1.36
.257
P a .668 .49
1.56
.225
.925
.355
1.6 1.59
.197 .211
^ * i S X 8o i32) (50,20) (80,32) 50,20)r
1.69
1.69
1.935 
2.16 
2.26 
2.44 
2.72
3.03 
3* 24 
3.54 
3.88
4.03
.325 
.268 
. 2287 
.1867
.306
2587
.2115
.1765
.092 .0821
.2602
.1355
0( —  <T3 -T1
.241
.1225
054 .Oh75
I.0367 .0316 j.0163 .01445
of Qfo\-j V& a) and
(50,32) Expf9
i
.248 .259 .204
.203 ■.2121 .18
.158 .17 1426
.1275 .1372 .1218
.1129 .124 .111
.085 .1038 .0955
.0713 .078 .0804
.0509 .0566 . 06
.04 |. 042 .048
.0285 10327 .0384
.01875*. 02 .02765
.01574.0185 .02435
Next \io shall try to fit a curve with least square method, 
though the observed data is not sufficient but still it might give 
a rough idea about the- demand of our theoretical curve 
Me can write the for^factor (6.18) in the form
- e  , - r ,  M 1  , I, t, -
with x ~
L • *  - A  - '/«-> g  s' s ’ r  -  ‘ O
- o  -- ’ 0x1 &
b  -- C5r el ^
3  - A. tt-H at ~
and 
wo have
J
h  1 v
g v l 446
h M
71
From the experimental data/9iwc can determine the values of A and 
B by the least square method and from (6.21) and (6.22) can
be tabulated as function of <X •.
Table XVI Elastic Form factor as a function of ^ ..obtained from 
least sq.
.60 f 
.56 f 
.50 f
The
<’[)'> 11-.3^96 +.055 V  1
D - ° 1 ° 5  V  - • 0 2 8 9 T M
f1-°5585^+-05102 ^ S ) 
curves for Syj against ^ a r c  shovm in figure 15
with the throe different values of c^these curves are the best one-s
that can be fithc-d with the experiment. On cqparing the coefficients 
u  q * 4
of and in the polynomial of (6.20) and those of in table
XVI we can predict the nature of admixture coefficients which
are tabulated below.
Table XVII:. Admixture Coefficients obtained from least sq.
*  3^ 3 *
.6 -.406 .001
.56 .162 .0571
.5 -.182 .106
These values are not in agreement with those determined 
by two-body interaction in chapter 4. However the values for =.56
are nearest to those in table VIII and XI and also the curve in
fig 15 for o( = *56J(is very much alike to the curve in fig 14 or 
that of Bishops8 .^
Finally we shall write f-j obtained from the configuration 
mixing as a function of length parameter of shell, and compare
it with one obtained from the lowest configuration but with two
parameter and for kS nucleons and nucleons respectively. 
From(6,20) and (6.21) we can write
P U  - e ' n4/M 0 4 g \  4 A y  ■+ s  y *3 b '*-3
Putting 7 4 {/g2- in the exponential
of (6.23) and expanding the exponential series in the powers of 
we have^ by taking cnto account upto terms only
1Flql
f i g . 15. E l a s t i c  F o r m  Fact or  F r o m  Oscillator P o t e n t i a l  Obt ai ned F r o m L e as t
Square Method.
(Note that the coefficients of ^ a n d  ^arc the functions of ^  )
U - . s i f "  - ] 6-w*
The form factor with two length parameter and o(^ 
for yj and shell respectively can be written from (6.11)as
f<U - \  e * ^ a,» + 0 - V  J-pO e 6 a4
#.... . ...  i _ \
with '**— ~ TT a i ?_ we can write (6.26)as
c
t-J : )f  +
With Hofstadter^) parameter
I
' - *X(o $ £  ~  t-ol-f so that ^  ’ sS*3>
Ca /s j d p  ’
(6.27) can be written as
P ^ m 3 - V/t,<y t. i I • } i< 6^-+ • 1612- V d  & ' l %
which is in no agreement with our form factor (6.24)
With Elton’s ^  parameters
—  ^  I 72 4 -V s. X'NU £ \ , t /-
0(^ 0 * Cs^ j^ J so that ^  - i1 fc^
the form factor (6.27) becomes
teJ = e~ ^  v<-v«.b= u  - ' "5 T S" y -  ^ V -* II & '<ei
The form factor (6.29) through quantitatively is in better
agreement than (6.28) with our form factor (6.24) but qualitatively 
there seems to be no compromise with it
* T
CHAPTER7• Inelastic Elodtron Scattering in Shell Model.
We shall consider, in thischapter, the inelastic 
electron scattering from the first excited state of L§. The 
inelastic form factor is given by (5.21)and(5.22)
The transition density from (5*13) ca-n be thus written
fy'C) V s  «**!£.-' -
For the same reason as given in case of clastic scattering there 
would be no contribution to the inelastic form factor from the 
configuration where a particle is excited to 2 s state. The 
contribution from the configuration whore a particle is excited 
to 1d state is given by .
'-a-''‘h f i l 6>
Since is the single particle operator which changes \6 1^  in­
state leaving p nucleons uninteracted and each wave function is 
orthogonal then for non zero contribution p nucleons must be 
coupled to A equal to zero orbital angular momentum in the excited 
state. Also from the spin independence na.ture of the operator 
we can write the admixture coefficients in the analogy of(6.9)
Finally we can write the matrix element for the inelastic form 
fuctor as
< W ’e 1 O I " % >  •- < % o \ 0 » H y  / + I o I M p p )  t'-tV
7.3
Terms with admixture coc-fficient-s of higher power than one
are neglected because of the first order perturbation theory.
In the construction of the excited state wavefunction it is
assumed that either the p nucleons or a hole are involved in the
excitation. This means that only the terms inf .are non zero in which
'fr
v correspond to either the p-proton coordinate in case where 
there is id  hole or to the hole-particlc proton coordinates. In 
both the cases the integral over other coordinates give unity 
owing to the normalization and the remaining expression for 
depends on the individual wave function of either the p-protons or 
the hole-partide protons. We shall now proceed mathematically to 
evaluate the inelastic form factor from(7.3) term by term.
\ c'V 1 % > >  ;
If F in (0) represents the contribution to the formYxi'"r 
•’the lowest configuration then from(5 «23) inserting the expansion for
-><v • y
" we have ' /^T“ i % u. ,. . o
P ^ n t0)« J °  y 3 <><-'*> 5fp2,J^.i^ O<ir.<ie
- 2 °<hX jtiXXuJ te,p’j  1 ’ J J<-tiCy’,i-lir J r, i,
where IT’s have the same meaning as in chapter 3 *
and ~ H  - t I ^  °^ Tp " 'Z 3/x |<nf* f\ - °
Because of the orthonomality of spherical harmics it can be seen 
readily that (7 *^) is non zero only when i = 2 ,
Hence after integrating over the coordinate 2*
-  =Kn '/3n  Y * * -  - ' 7,5
The angular part of this matrix element is identical as 
that of j e we have then to integrate the radial part
only. Denoting the contribution to the form factor from this con­
figuration by we have
F T i'V )  = j F f c , » h l v  \ dr
2-
■CO
‘h  %  Nx.(, g s-)<£ V3uj,-crk-r-
r^oiii Sneadon pp. 0 7 , (*
* Ok> 'Vk.*- (7  - Y l *  U  7.8
v£f'~ ,v-1 imI'iimbum M       t* 4^ J ^
The form factor Q-)from the configuration t • h*1 S*J is
given by 0 \ r * *
F ~ ( f  j n n .  < * w > u «  « » • « »
* r > )  - •* YjroJ r,x~jirJ)c*^
clearly the integral over coordinates is unity. We shall now JL
integrate over coordinates
Angular Part. The angular parjf can be written as
<& tr ([/Z y%"c* g i -1 J (i VpO ) r .'<'■> CV! f / O j j  f lo )  J - * l
from 3-j symbols it can be easily evaluated
Hence ^  ~ d/2 f f / s ^  7.9
Radial Part. Integral over r coordinate is given by
' 7/ z - V / ^ , ) e V 7 ^ "  7.10
Hence  ^ ^ % . a-
Plfc)M n . .. f e x C ^ " 1U ",9'
i - ^n/j. ly T r  ^  v 0  * v 7i'*’< e  ^  *■ 7.ii
Y c 4 i i l : j J t a ± >  : r nn _ . ..
The form factor [7^ <,<4) configuration }dj can readily
he written as the integral over all ^p-nucleons is unity. Thus
F * t W ( d } %  n (cc j i r y s r  5 ' x V , V *  ^ V / ^ y j ^ r
- Hi* S ’prso ^ Y f  O'l-i'iij'J:
- ®<n  N,n (sa e > P , C y V « V J  J , i '
~ ~ J3 ^ % < * x 7.12
clearly^ % o  \ v ‘*v ■1T I > = <  *  ^   ^a  V -  , ^  o >  7.13
Finally we have from (7-3) ~ ,
v ^ v n n ’^. i ~  'V&l ~  jIR ^ i j4 R K ' -
- e f i ^ C  i - \ + e^  j r C ^ n  7f^
from (5*21) ) is thus given by
.Y. « _ 2 . y f  t ^ + ^ X 1' i - )
+ i ti i  O  ~ -H^w) + / 5 1  1 ^ 3 1 3
for 0 ( : > S l g  Vpfc - ffohSA/. V<3-i - 2>2-f1*V
= e''‘^  Y  g. c i - s ^ Y  4 'oc’2-6'seV6J  7-16
and for lA. - ■*• 6£.”' Vc?i ~ PI-^ a / * V# a  - 1> x H  ,
V F - p  ~ j - ' - W Y f  »o * “ i Y  + - o  o n  i Y l  7.17
From formula (7*16) and (7.^7) \ F w  \1’ is tabulated for''^^ 
in table XVIII below and curves are drawn in £ig«l6
7*15
.01
I Fin /
• 001
^ BunJlfi-s
O B <X/bcr fiF fii.
•0001
1 t '3 q2 '4 '5
9^.16. Inelastic form iactor from oscillator potential with Vot=50 MeV;. Vos =32Mev
IS
Table XVIII : Inelastic Form Factor (with V = BOMev. Sc V = 32Mev)
ot os
2
q .1 .15 .152 .2 .216 5 1 2 5
lap- . 2^ -8 _x
103
M  7.x 
10^
.527.x
10p
. 86 x
103
•517?x
10
.3^3 •6 -^x .56^x 
10 10 1(3
• 37x 
103
iFtp .192 X
10p
.3 1 2 -,x
103
. AlA x 
153
.673,x
10^
.596 X 
10
.286x . 6x?.63x 
10“ 10 10
.8 x
10^
At present there is not enough experimental data avail-able
6
for inelastic electron scattering from the 2.18 Mev. level of Li . 
There are only three published experimental result for the ratio of 
inelastic to elastic cross section one at kO° and A26 Mev.
7 *5) of
incident electrons (Result quoted by Mayer-Berkhout et el 
Burleson) and other two at 132° and 160° at -^0 Mev. incident
87)electron scattering by Barker et el with +100% and -50% of an 
error. If the excitation energy is samll compared with the bom­
barding energy and the angle fc) is not near 0 *^ or 180 then the
ratio of the inelastic to elastic cross section can be written 
k?)
from (5 .17) as '
This relation enables us to compare the calculated result with 
the observed ones.
Table XIX: Ratio of Inelastic to elastic cross-section.
q (d<r in/dcf el) Expt. Modified
v
Oscl.
's F ** ix
Finite
Oscl.
iTs work
nrrrrcr1
.56 2.9 x 10\ l g 0% .09 xl53 0.13%
1(T
.88 x
10
•503.X
10^
.395 ? 
10^
.39 2.6 x 103
\i
.13 x10^ 1.8 x 
10°
1 * Alx^ 
10-3
.616 X
10-^ - 5zf-5 * 10“^
1.V^  0.6 t 25% c M )  I .15 .27 .197
From table XIX we can see that there isalarge discrepency beyond 
the experimental error between the theoretical and the observed 
values, however the values obtained from this work with = ,56 
are in better agreement with the three experimental points quantita­
tively than those obtaine'rf'(modixied oscillator with *= 1.07f and 
-1
ck. = 2.Zbl. The finite oscillator potential gives fit (though not
a good fit) for small q but the discrepency becomes much large at
q = 1.^ +7 and the disagreement varies from point to point whcre-as
these calculations disagree by a factor of 2 to 2.5 from the
experiment. It must be born in mind that we only mixed in those
configurations, while constructing the wave function of Li^ where
the energy of the system was raised by 2 V\ ed, Perharjs a better
agreement could be obtained if the configuration mixing is considered
also from k ii w raise. Another reason for this discrepency could be
due to simple LS coupled wave functions. In the first chapter it
was argued that the LS coupling scheme was prefered to jj coupling
for its over all agreement quantitatively with the experiment and
not qualitatively. The third point worth mentioning regarding this
disagreement could be due to the choice of the potential range r
and r which we used same as for free two-body interaction. If the 
os
variation in the potential range rQ is also allowed along with the 
strength ^os) anc* I*10 length parameter o( i in the numerical
analysis for fitting the elastic electron form factor, the parmcters 
thus fixed might affect the inelastic scattering. Lastly the two- 
body interaction that we-chose in determining the admixture coeffi­
cients v/as of central radial pure Gaussion form and spin dependent 
only. It was assumed to^charge independent and no tensor forces were 
taken into account. The more general form of potential V(
(in which the hard core causing a short range repulsive force of the 
type V 0 U  ~ A /Xc-"1 3 e " * may be taken into account as well. This
gives rise to the integral cf the type b or c evaluated in 
appendix 1. In addition, two length parameters for s and p 
n lie Icons may be continued to use w:.th the other consideration ) 
would make the admixture coefficients different and consequently, 
affact the elastic and inelastic form factors (6.18) and (7.15)
So far wo have been considering the possibilites of impro­
ving the form factors theoretically but the experimental data avail­
able for the electron scattering is not sufficient to decide the 
validity of the calculated result. Kcently in High Energy Conference
at Cern in spring some experimental results have been reported on
6the inelastic electron scattering by Li which might confirm the
6validity of the theoretical investigations for Li •
PART II $1
Cluster Model with special reference to Li^ .
Chapter o. Justification of cluster model for Li .
Introductory : The behaviour of the nuclei in low energy process
(E<50 Mev.) can in more or less good approximation be described
by means of nuclear models of different kind, but the connection
between these models is hitherto very much nuclear. Here we wish to
discuss a method which can perhaps partly solve this problem by
illustrating the Li^ behaviour in shell and cluster models and the
possibility of transition from one model to the other.
The alpha decay in radioactive nuclei led to the speculation
that alpha particles might exist as stable structures within the
nucleus very early in the development of nuclear theory. This model
could describe the properties of some particular nuclei, the so-
called alpha particle nuclei which have the same even number of
88)protons and neutrons . Among the light nuclei( not necessarily the 
alpha nuclei) clusters would be expected to form at least near the 
surface where the density is below its saturated value. A reasonable 
approach for determining the significance of clustring in a given 
nucleus is to examine the energy needed to separate the nucleus 
into a given cluster configuration. If a nucleus of A nucleons is 
broken into k clusters, each composed of n^ nucleons so that
X* tt ~ ^  8.1
then the nintercluster binding energy” may be determined as
C ^ ' ■> ^ x-'■ ' ' ' O  ~ ^  K  ^  k  8.2
■where E is the binding energy of the nucleus and E the binding 
energy of the (free) kth cluster. If the intercluster binding is
small compared to the binding energy of the least strongly bound
a given configuration, then the formation, of , .
cluster or^this configuration is favoured energetically and may
strongly overlap the actual nuclear wavefunction. On this basis
the natural assumption for a cluster model representation for Li is
that of an alpha - particle and a deutron. The binding energy of the
least strongly bound cluster in this case is that of the deutron
which152.2 Mev. and the energy required to break Li nucleus up into
an al'oha—par tic le and a deutron i.e. its intercluster binding energy
is 1.5 Mev. which is not very small compared to 2.2Mev. Hence,while
8 *-
if.
the (1 s )  core is most likely stable, a deutronlike cluster des­
cription for the two nucleons in the 1p shell does not seem favour­
able. Wackman and Austern^^ examined a three body model of Li^ in 
which alpha particle is kept intact and the two extra nucleons are 
treated in quite a general manner. On the other hand the analysis of 
the scattering of deutrons by alpha-particles indicate that the 
alpha-deutron model is worthy of further study^°^for Li^.
•The status of Li^ in the clutster model is an enigma,we shall
now review some theoretical relevent calculations and experimental 
evidence concerning the eluster model for Li^ in the light of such 
quantities which we discussed to determine the coupling formalism for 
Li^ in the shell model.
i • Energy level schema .with, •■corresgondihg-' spin 'and-, i-sqln: ^
If in the low-lying states of Li the alpha particle is
assumed to remain in its ground state with S = o and T = o. then
the spins of these states of Li^ can be derived from the state of the
91)deutron and of the relative motion of the two clusters. Wildermutn 
et al. assumed that all the levels can be described by pure confi­
guration in the cluster wavefunction system, in other words they 
adopted, in the first approximation, the L-S coupling scheme. This 
simplying assumption of pure configuration in the trial wave function
should introduce a relatively small error into their calculations.
£
The triplet and singlet state of Li should correspond to the triplet
and singlet state of the deutron respectively. For the state with
J = o, 1,2,3 of Li^ the appropriate L of the deutron must be chosen
. 6
to predict the level scheme of La .
ii, Binding Energy:
QO) 91)Wildermutn et el. and Kopaleishvili et el, calculated the
relative energy of the two clusters in the low lying states.
Both calculations indicate that in the ground state of the energy
of interaction between the clusters has a minimum in agreement with
the experimental value of - 1.4-8 Mev. This fact is ta~men to be a
strong evidence for* alpha - deutron model.
% 3
iii» Electric Quadrupole Moment .c
As already pointed out about the unreliability of the elec- 
tric quadrupole Moment of Li in chapter 1. The calculated value of 
Q(Li ) by Austern .3*3 x 10 cm is quite within the range of ex­
perimental Q(lLi ) obtained from table . • (Note that the sign of that 
value is not certain.)
iv. Magnetic Dipole:
It is believed that the clusters in the nucleus more or
less maintain their own properties like statU moments etc. Hence the
magnetic dipole of Li^ must be the same as that of the deutron since
there is no magnetic dip .eUof the alpha particle. From table II we
5
see that the observed ^t(Li )=,822 n.m. is in good agreement with 
that of the deutron which is ,857 n.m,
v, Reduced Widths£
6 4
The reduced widths of Li levels seen in d-Ke scattering
are comparable with the maximum theoretical value, it measures the
6 4overlap of wave function of the compound nucleus Li and the d-IIe
wavefunction at the nuclear surface. If the reduced width has its
maximum value the overlap is complete and the state is called a
single particle state; the single particles being alpha-particle and
2the deutron. The maximum value is given by 3-fp/2Mgu The reduced
widths obtained from scattering are tabulated in table XX
in/terms of the single particle value and compared with the theoretical
32)ones m  good agreement-
Table XX: Reduced widths for the process Li^— 3 <3,
Level
E (Mev) J71 Expt. Theo.
0 i+ 0.31 0.75
2.18 3+ 0.8 0.75
4.32 2+ 1.0 0.73
5.6 1+ 0.2 - 1.0 0.75
vi, Photodisintegration;
The very fact that the threshold for the reaction 
has the low value 1.k8liev. compared with the threshold energies 
of k.6l-'iev and 5*5Mev. for the reactions Li8(^>K; He^ and Li^ (j&>r>)\_r 
respectively is the evidence for the existence of a deutron 
cluster in Li8.
vii, P.m.s. Radius.
The length parameters obtained by Wildermuth^^ lead to a 
value for the r.m.s radius of Li^of 2 f which is in disagreement with 
values obtained from electron scattering calculations given in 
table XII, However,Ismail changes in the parameters could lead to 
the required agreement of Bishop^s^value at leasts without
any significant change in the energyf ,Will be invstigated latter.
viii Some Nuclear Reactions:
Several worle^^ *^ ^ised the ot-d model for Li8 in analysing
the reactions of the type Be^(Li^,<X. ) Bm, Li6 U,d) Be8 etc. The
mechanism of the reaction is assumed to involve the breaking up of Li8
into its own sub-groups viz. alpha- particle and a deutron. One of
them is subsequently captured by the second interacting partner and
6 8the other is emitted. I$ore recently the reaction Li (&Ud) Be has 
95)been discussed in an attempt to compare the predictions of the 
direct Knockout mechanism with two particle stripping theory. In 
general both theories fit moderately well.
From this brief survey it is c3,ear that a cluster model 
can be constructed for Li8 which would give a satisfactory account 
of the nuclear properties. Apparently It looks that the cluster 
model is in complete contradiction to the assumption of the shell 
model>as in the shell model there is a single centre of symmetry 
whereas in the cluster model each subgroup has its own centre of 
symmetry, but on the present evidence it may not be argued that which 
of the models is correct. On the contrary the cluster model may be 
regarded as essentia3.1y an extension of the shel3. model. As a special 
example we shall demonstrate the transition fraru the one particle
shell model wavefunction of Li to the cluster model wavefunction 
in the ground state.
6Cluster model wave function of Li in ground state obtained
from shell model:-
In L-S coupling shell model we chose for Li^ ground state 
( J = 1 , T = o )  L = o  and S = 1.
In the lowest configuration we have
L g,..
-  f a  r f ^ t ' z ^ V s\ 0 ^ . Aloo)
8.3
A being antisymmetrization operator and ^ is the length parameter 
in harmonic oscillator well, llote the change of notation from ac*" : 
shell model X  (123^,56) is the spin and i-spin function.
clearly = Z * &  ^  8-‘
~ - N<* v  v,-.rs x ■ a-s
The exponential term is sysmmetrical under exchange of nucleon 
coordinate so that we have to consider only the antisymmetrization 
of
Let R. = i ( V  + n  ) R^= ii -£1+ £2+ £3+ r^) ^
1 I 8 .6
and let  ^ Yj - Qi A. €V ~
\ <?
• • •  =  %  - h iZ = 4 f s  -  - - - - - 8.7
and R- = R S  (5 - ^ 5   8.8
i.e. Rg R - f ? -  3 R«  + 3 *  8.9
Where from Li + 4 3 ^  8,10
< i
So that i / - , v *- \ <?•
^  i  n  *  3
j^since <-*4V$ %  =0 } because this suggests -Jive particles in 1s
state which is against Pauli Principle]
= (C~ 9L
can be written as
J  ir U, 'V - .? J  ( /> - 'i / i R  -1 (V9 <<M 1
2 Q 6 )
On antisymmetrizing the terms "" . E and E disappear
1.11
Hence
^  p-- /6l 2: = % J
8.11i
lie. - dy; W 3 v'/^  < .5 ^/?ZP 8.12
Next we consider the configuration in which one of the 1p state 
is replaced by 2p state so that the wave function for this configura­
tion becomes £
^  - - f a X '
8.13
The first term is like 'bx’ which can be written straight away
- ° I
_ \i,n-r y  y X  a ] A)n/
■ijf l T f J  - Y | e ■ 3 y d J X  8.14
For the second term we need antisymmetrization for
J  n -  f + yt x) x
Le. 4 U  R  'n ^ 6 )z- ( -  i  * *e V  3 (v  + vl) x_jC. •—
- [ z % ~ ( . V<,-^  ^  y6?-] - >5" ^  J X" 8.15
since 'y<R ~  ■ 8*16
From (2.10) this can be written as
Expressions written in terms of relative coordinate R, which
_ . 9 6 )
contain E as a factor are spurious state. They may be omitted on
antisymmetrizing.
.*. ^  R$2( r^2 + r62 ) %  = A [ ^ r2< e^2 + ?62  ^ + 1 X * 8,17
Similarly
A  r52 r62 = . - i M  r?2 - rg2 )2 %.
= - |A(H • £ }2X,
(Omiting spurious states)
Hence
A  £5 • £6( £52 + rg2) x  = A ^  Rit+| E 2(?52 + fg2 ) + |(R.r)2 "X
8.19
Again (R. r )2 = R2r2Cef0
(q  being angle between vectors R and r • ')
2_
3 ' ■ 'O y L . - , ^  V--  ^ o• 20
*• A x 'i t ("sz-+ V J  ~ | J  I, \  ^  ^ L ( 1(V ^ ^
1
g 1  1L R  T. + ( e g  4 e k )  ^  S- 4 „
' ( ^ i/r
■k ,-x rx  -ire--hx<?
943 v y
'n<»>)}]z 8.22
where M is a non realization constant, to allow for removing the 
spurious state.
Finally the complete wavefunction is written from (8.12) and (8.22) 
aSN ( 0  +  * - f a  kp,
y i r  [ c, -• R  r7<rR  ,01
( s'-t O  s ( }oo) y, ri(Ui)jj]j^
>/ r  £ -23"'
As C=C'2/C"i is small (which we will show in the following section)
we can write the complete wave function
~tc~_ N  t'TTS 8.24
in terms of two clusters wave functions viz. - ^
3>, , J k  k  « ' nc) -  % r ( '  + R u g r l 3/ R
i T _? S’
S3.
In order to determine the magnitude of c= cl? let us assume four of
c*the six particles forminga.clv.cter and remaining two particles
another cluster,move in different potential well with parameters
Jyf and Jy  respectively. These parameters are taken to be the same
as length parameters in oscillator shell model for s and p nucleons
6
respectively in Li . If we can expiand the shell model oscillator wave 
functions for^nucleons with length parameter J~y into the oscillator 
wavefunctions with parameter / y  the ratio of the coefficients of the 
first two terms in this series would determine the order of mag­
nitude of c.
Expansion of 1 p Cscilator w.function into infinite series. 
Let y £  t /1 Y ^ U L ) -  Z  C~, t 8,27
Where y  ^  are the length parameters for s and p shell respectively
and y g  (- (*>-!} 5 X  j y / zJ 8*28
So that ~  ^ v y 1
N,p y ■£ r T( (JZ) - Z.G-'N*! re * rg  /- j <r . g > M  3 ^ 9
where N !s are normalizing constant. 
nl
To evaluate C ’ s multiply by the C.C. of the w function and integ- 
n
rate over the whole space*
So that ^  p  ^ l.  ^n,
o<?
■Sf-
Y) •£• J ; , '
* N  y e '  ^  * "'r/ / , . g  V p ^ ) {g 7j 8.30«V, 1 € X, ( -  (-n-1 ) J %  jJ r J ), < f yUJ  Y
The r.h.s. is zero for all n except for n=m in which case it is Cn«1. 
Hence Cn = /V* , /\/j( f ^ K  ( y  + j") ^  ?  r J sr^ 8-^1
1 4  f x d )  x P ( -  f  3
^  - 3 A ,  /v., ( t i l  J ' V f i ] ( ^ 8,33
.0-7- /
r" jt) . rv V € - p , 1  3 V7' }
Jji r o! 1
C/y-, AR, i y C
Ci y f v 5 p ) / ( n w (*>->)') ( t z £ )
We have O  iy % Ar I / * -
Kvsg ) - Af„( Y e - 4 *  ^  /.K-,)., 1+2 ) y r')
. (71 -')1 r f 1.+Vj s . 1 1 1
- -lttttt— A  ^  v,t R «' £ t *•, t - 1 , ,.r(R 4.^ -w  1 L„.,U y'J
\ CL- (? \ - \ \ ~.i~— ■ y  ( , c\
as U r p )  - 2
( rx \ \ vv\)
+ 0 X-) 9/J
29.
8.34
6.35
8.36
The normalization re^jviYS>
2m. <7 i
< v\ -\)!
/no •)) | [" I ( J ^  J
f u l. Y r;j A 8-37
Hence N  A 2- I t - "L2JLi„3C
M  - R d k T r r t n ^ j 2-
for 1 = 1
^  ^  r ( + " 2 t i L
\ j  l.
N
Finally Cn’s are now given by.
C-v» ~ f 4  ^  ^  ~\b/A r K) r .- / 1 vi i 3I > —
O'" ~ 9 4 S"
with ^ = (2.14)'
m ]
t l L l  ____
r ( z v 4 3 ) 1 ■!■
%
.n-1
2f= (1.72)
o-
( vR ! -•
Cn= .9^5 (.2148)1 ff/2n_f_3 /
L f(5/2)(n - 1)1“J
8.38
8.39
8.4o
8.41
8*42
Particularly
C1= .969 C2 = .230 CL = .062  etc.j
'. c = c2/c1 = .230/.969 .238
8.43
8.44
This quantity is in confirmity for the assumption of writing 
(8.25) and (8.26)
Chapter 9. Hoot mean square radius of Li8.
It was pointed out in the last capter that ^ for Li=2f 
QO) .
calculated in cluster model is in disagreement with the observed 
value . On the other hand the binding energy calculations not only 
for Li8 90) but for other light nuclei 98,99>100,101 ^  ^ ^
are in close agreement with experimental values. Also the coulomb,.
energy differences of mirror nuclei 5 - A A. 19 show a good agreement
102)between the theoretical and experimental investigations. In the
energy calculations the length parameters were determined from a 
variational method which wore used 9 ^  in computing ''/’of Li8
It was not shown whether small changes in the parameters or wave-
\ j- i
functions could lead to the correct (p*) without any significant 
change in energy. We shall explore this possibility to get 
near to the experimental measure.
Wavefunction of Li8 in cluster Model:
From the discussion in chapter eight it seems to be in
the fitness of things to choose an alpha-cluster and a deutron cluster
6representation for Li . Symbolically the wave function for this 
representation can be written as
3 ? -  9.1
where <§?yC<oand "§?■*(-SO refer to wavefunctions which describe an
alpha-cluster in the jth. state and a deutron cluster i?tthe kth. 
state respectively X ( 0 S")referes to the relative motion of the
alpha and deutron clusters . The operator A as before signifies the 
complete antisymmetrization of the wave function with respect to 
the exchange of all pairs of particles. So that writing the wave 
function as a product of space part 3 4 ;s*S)and spin,i-spin part
9.2
” IF x l /  Yt • 'c ->w' 3 * ) y ( A J “ 'XL (1234,56) we obtain ^  y ( n i  ) ^ (  n i t }
with the same notation except the parameters
91
90)
For ground state n = 2 L = o .  ^ Q
{ y*2
For 1st excited state n = 2 L = 2. f
Furthermore if the exchange between the nucleons from alpha and 
deutron cluster is allowed then the normalization requires
n2 = 6 ! cy0- 2v1+ y2) y0 9.4
in which = y(1234;56) 4
k  = ><5234;16) V 9.5
V2 = >(5634:12) J
with the subscript 0 ,1,2 denoting no exchange, one particle exchange 
and two particles exchange respectively.
Using the cluster wavefunction (9.3) the expression for
/r^/^of Li8 in the ground state is given by^^
J/'Z- 2
To calculate R i 2-) we shall first evaluates N
which is given by^°^ for L = o, n = 2
N2 = 6 ' (Aq- 2A1 + A2). ‘ 9.10
Where A c  -- z9 f Vi,)3/s-
0 ^
- U  C.TO j^/Ti j p , o for n = 2 0-11
l t ( P X = 0 9, 1
4  x a x c ^ >  a  R e ’ . 9*12
Hence A o  : R '  A C  5 ! ! 9’^3
 ^ \> r a n3/z 1 4 - J t.) .,, ,
. 9 a  o  f jtl.\ 1 ^  H ' J  + 1 U r  ’ ' y  / ? T)Jo ^
An 2-Cl) v-^ur) '
•1 '3>'V Z 7 'A -+  ^6 *  * ^ - G ck{$ of 9.15cO - .5'-* "t H^rX +* 9
. , _'i<bi<,x+ ?,(?. 8- *✓« R k  *
dZdUcj-ft-J-'l-
y *-
o r  A .  _  f n* T. V ?  , .. (
1 ts \ A-R_L:U- hi '
-ft ^ y  x _  y  _
/LtLi'
f ( 4 l l L u ) r ( v p _ u P  .
r d ^ A )  R ( / 4 ' '  v ‘- i l - y  9* ,?
So that ^  ^ )3(^  _ W | 3'* -k/> , „ ~
c>> L c* (Avx 4 txX )J --j— = ( 1L h
r ( S K ( k  . .  ^
— _ i _ ------ f" ( S j - • 5 , -i3 / , \ o -ig^ ^  A  ! V <.-» b fa (,- ) 9. 10
where p = _> <p)’ a _ - J^_ ^  - PA2 -v 9.19
-.............................  . “ ' b (jr <r '
*3  0 9
Similarly A n
2 3,,.
f (s.) f C 9 3  ^
------ -— V ( S CA - 3 9 \z
r c v i  ' , v 2 5 '= - ^ s )  t
\n ^  -M f  - s 5 ) -
9.20
^ %  <A j 9.21
Substituting the expressions for Ao, A^, A from (9.13) » (9?^8)
and (9.20) in (9.10) gives the normalization factor N2 for the ground
state. After having done though laborious and lengthy but straight
2
forward numerical computing we can write down the values of N for
various of <y \3 . For the -purpose of computational convenience we
" " 90)shall redefine our variational length parameters as
x- -- ?/cx y  a <A/x 9.22
Next we shall proceed to work out Y /''•■from (9.6) in three stages 
calculating, / \ o \ Yo / » \Q \ Ho)? and/Hy I 0 | Hy, >
v/here gk ^  1 j, L ,o7-
' <L A  1 a (-
calling these matrix elements as term ^o«I? II? H I  i-n (9.6)
O k ;  - I N  a  - z  tj -'5 j 9.23
6 N ’■
To evaluate r =*? . A « <, __, *? , . ..  1 9*24
3 k / (  r - R  ) %
C-t
— &
~y~. T  2 _
R  P R z u z- \x^
K ^  f S? \
C L ,  R
' X %
*  £ \ )  a x .
9 3
9.25
inhere c9 A- = c<1 ^  * d 3Y( 9.26
Transforming Y/> pt, ^
y/5 ; i \o (K iV
and
A ( A f?, e, fq)
~2> C Yj v 5 Yo) 
3> C )
"S C X s- >i A > 
Transforming y  x fig-
o ( 2. , fc )
U> {(J R
r r,-. , r 5-)
The complete Jacobian for both cluster is then £+2"^ = +2^
Also we have
X- V  -L Z '
y  and
Y
Y  e- 7 _
Z~~ 'v*
\
( t  cm- + A  et- er )
\ l . > 0>,)Nt N X
e > "2-
2.
= Z- C  X - ' U  2 I- N*f, o i  I4 J
So that omitting Y  & Y  Par  ^9.25 becomes
9.27
9.28
9.29
a,* f c  ■ 3 - ' 3
> C Y~ e,a y I _ x  ev ■+ c Y
s  -
The integral over lj is unity as there is no motion of centre of 
mass. The wavefunction may be regarded as A* g tb( p ^ 4}( % ' d'(X')so that 
y/fjcan always be normalized to unity irrespective of the coordinate 
system used. The integrals in (9.5^) are though laborious but they 
can be integrated straight away in cartesian coordinates ( see 
appendix 8). Finally(9.24) can be written in the form
I  - < V M 9>32
9 4
To evaluate - \  ^  1 O  \ H ^ )  - Li
j  V  C i. e>t *4 «=>  ^ 9,32
With the usual definition of K we have
5. - §^-Rcf_ = i(£1+£2+~3+£ ^  “ ■J^ £5+£6^# 2.33
Let R1. * = ^ £ 5+ £2* ~3+^  *“ ^ (£i+£6  ^ 1 *— *5 9.3^
' 6 = ^ ( ^ - £ 5) -
-
= ■•£<£<!-_3+R) 9*33
Or R - R^- J R  = |  ( ^ -  ? )
or -JR -R^ = £
or R - Zf?'|+3(S^-g1)= o -------------------   9.36
3i 2. 0 2 .
Let us express 2_ ^  ^  fh when the exchange has
*r ®
occured in the two clusters.
n L'
We have - X<1' -
°r "T 4> ^ v - r i./'y -tv 9.;>7
, ' — * I L  n- -t, f vs-+v> * y j 4 v<tJj ^ V5'~ ‘'Whviij’-
if <VR. I  I? 1  9*58
Z-
1_
also 2 1  <?/ „ 22 L  V  'k YfiXl
( in exchange 1 4--- > 5
£ .  e/- , \  ,, - i  ( v , w , ) O l 1 I v* -L» (».-* ^ 1" 9.39
^  "V e 7  ^ e'i '* f f c ^ V V R  ■* J R 1 ' \  (?,’ " £  R-R
Let d  be o>^ ~v
9.40
3 ^ 9.41
so that cl (_ e^ 4 ecz.; = -. ( ^ ) + %_ ( <V)
Then in exchange * <^Vcan be written as
e / - >  t-y. - i j r , .  yj]^  4 L u - 1 ( 1 ,  4 r< 
r ~ w  c. s> ■+ s s- 4- r  > J
9.42
9 s'
Using the expression (9.40) we can write
%  X- e /  *
- A X 2 + (?.(?, 3
' ■-■) 1 q  -  -  -J
+ I  jp 1+ p5 +E j2 g>if5
With the relation (9*38) and (9.43) we have
X  ( e , X  *  f  fy  ^  c  K z R  V 1 +^ { e , ^ f 9Ah
Hence V, -* e I f L ^ » ’Z -+ f ( P, + f> + (? )\ *= p>
i q
vf<,4 Yi_r>(
So that II
-- re - A . L i _ e a  -.'i -<t ( o -j
vJ (./ 0 ,
- °V.. *- _ 5 p. - < R  ^  . p') h
€. V  r j- 3 R , *• r? t-rt-1
<_ 1  e,? 4. w_ ^
With the help of 9*36
r  e- < *  x e ,2 - t  c  ( f f >  f ?  4 ?  ) 1~ * c = * . ) r  1 -i •t (+?#,*■
(L ^ ^  ^  j e}^S~(^n  A  9  4- e-r -9 J c( r <9 V, 9, ^
As before transforming r ’s into p ’s it assumes the form
i f £ e i  - e e p . _ £ . C e, + e* +g p-_ A - ’o A<4 2
—  ^q
( T A d -  J r?2 <?, g'C t A X  A  * 0.- " X  )
c/3 R rJs<S c,r> fi c/1 f\- c A  /? c/ 1 /f, 9•^ 8
We shall integrate over g2 and ^  after having expressed ^
in terms of as before in cartisian coordinates. The integral
over @,j then is performed which just removes the £T function.
Now II is reduced to the integrals over , R and R^ as
"•*<w V
p °  1__ (_Hj3j-e- C t | * 4 ^ t ; e r ^ _ jg:- * (R ■ <-/;?,) -.b(R-R.)
y-/% L %  *  ^  -> V 3e' r<2- - g ( 14^'* P  + 3 £ ) A j£K^'
[ -hi 4 I  < v v 4 X  es-/ 4 to A  a  ,?*_ £  ,i y
e P e s-J'i <? A'£, 9.^9
To integrate over let us set in (9.49)
c =
d = 
It =
U C % A 4 t )  -_ ."I ^ 1. oc-^j 
3 ( it) --'4 ( i o H o C )
2-ol.
X f ^
li
X- O rV 2_ . ~f "2.
R A  A
9.5^
Obviously the integral over of K term is straight forward but 
for the other terms with (A', R and • Rjin the polynomial
the differentiations with respect to a,b,c give readily the desired 
integrals.
Substituting for K and arranging in descending power of R we get
0
 / -n__ \ ^  f c ~(Zl •+ i col R > R s -»■ d (\ P-
3  ^  Co \  ^  -A cv f
i ' l l  , s’4-
- - v 2 7«c ---
R (- 4  * rcZA ee 36 u^‘
-t ‘V
3 6 a.
. 14,) 4 .1 7 «£_ - K i !  A -  >
?l ■ 49'4 5^0.- —  )
~Cf- l a  j R4- c* J t> ct'5’9' 9.5*
w  C \  f  jx y- ^  ( e17 R 1/A ■ A ^  - ,
■* «  « -*  *s ,?i i . v ^ 52
where ^ . A ( AL _vp>) - ^  ^ °.53
and P: -
3
— —7—  —,"u f "i ' H- ( £. X (• 3 ^  ^ - _S
2 7<Ali^r 0
r2 ? (  z - r ^ A  l O ' 1 0  0
These types of integrals have already been evaluated we shall
therefore write the result straight away without<=( s
Finally we have
Tv r^ t
. je y
k  ( £ ) F  c  ( f ! l  Ojhil' u y  i ; p 1)\rth/r 7 " W  7 7 ^ 0  ^
-V X }p g g  f ( iA ) r ( T A {r /7 3 / n
2 , S~ . 3 , V
~~z- ) >- Lit/-) 2 Os • J J
37
lo calculate
e . M. g*) %  Ci r . 9 5 6
9 <s9
With the exchange of 2 particles 1^ --- ^ 5 & 2  ^ i* 6.
We have p, = PCip. + rg + r? + £if) -Mr., + ? ,5 ?
which leads to the relation
2 E + £ 2+ i (§1 + f2  ^ =0 9* 5%
so that is given by
a 3
h i  = ) e ■* t  ( - R-v )"J _ ^ c- c ~ ?T-Ji-V-5 (C
( U  r,> *1 -*/,. 1  p  -<€ I < /  - %  |1 (?*-
i .3 /  2
R '• £ j.2- y(-A) V ( - ^ > J  ; Ip 9>66
Leaving Y and %, part we can write on rearranging R's and €'s
and with the help of (9*5®) we can introduced fu.netion in the above
integral to give
P  ( -»• t «p-e- e w  - £ ( f,-?■„)1 (oo/vX?1- I-C/3'ocjr]1
Mi ( rC V ^ 't p + p.V -i y 2 „ _ . -z. /-J / n O
J p ip p - .  <V  '? / 9 Cl
The technique of evaluating these integrals for € ?s is same as 
in I and I I  we shall therefore avoide the repetition of s d r f u A v ^  
calculation. '
We set the coefficients as
~\\)' ~ - ' h ( S < f(i) x M '  - W  %°( . 9 - ^
Only the integral part can be written for R and as.
^ t ( o  o ' + y o g .  -to  r r  j x
c! b y  f V P  p  p  /? ' J (?/- I / y  j
£  f3a I 3 ( ok ^  ) J V  ' - T  Jl 9-t*
d U J f c «/_/z P - /Z'z_
3%
Having these integrals evaluated we eventually write
I C? A /
III = 1.
*?. d
*• ( £ )
) ^ (  \ - ; V
i L p / r  r-1- ^  ) 
-7'v y J ^  cihy
7 y ) v ' 7 jV  C7)EH:
1 f' V>/
J C, ( -• ,j. 3 • it, _ \ 9,61
* 1 ' t '' ' "i 7 ' p *" /
2Having derived the algebraic expressions for IT and I,11,III in 
terms of ,>N  ^^  ^  we are now in a position to compute
Y * 7/v £or difference values of these parameters as defind by 
(9*22)
Table XX: with = A 3 3  f~2 9°^
No.
1. .76 1.52 2.09 f.
2. .30 1.52 2.5 f.
3. .25 1.52 2.7 f.
Li > • .76 .5 2.2 f.
5. .5 .5 2.38 f.
6. • 35 .5 2.5 f.
7. .30 .5 2.7 f .
8. .30 1.Q 2.3 f .
r ^y • .50 1.2 2.28 f.
10. .50 1.*f 2.2 f.
*X I / "Y.
From the values of Cjt ) given in table XX there is no fit with
the experimental value 2.7 f9  ^• or 2 .^ r1f^^ for those x's when 
6the energy of Li is not significantly affected but if we ciirsv^ t 
x and 7i both drastically to get { >(X) * ^  reasonably ner.r ttve -£.nja/^ '-
mental one we have to reduce them as for as to .3 or .3 respccUb-U,
90) >
with the same value of used by Wildermuth for calculating
energy of Li°. Such enormous changes in x and z would affect bl^
QQ)
energy thus calculated (which is obvious from Wildermuth1s"w
curve drawn for Li^ energy). This misfit leads to the speculation 
that either the wavefunction itself is not good enough or the 
parameters have not been chosen properly.
at the. deutron is £ 
Wildermuth's value for x = 1*52 proposes that'uhe opposit view
keeping the same ex, does not give us any fit cither (see No.A- entry
in table XX) This may be because of the fact that the parameter '
alpha cluster in Li is taken to be the same as if it were the free 
90).a.lpha particle ' This proposition is questionable.
Now if we can fix the parameters which correspond to tIr­
as sumptions that
1) a deutron be larger than the alpha cluster and
2) the alpha, cluster be not identical to the free alpha par tic 1 .
but a bit larger; then it might perhaps improve the result. It
g
has been discussed in previous chapters that the Li result can be
fitted by two harmonicosciltators for elastic electron scattering
to give conrect C. with a.- = 1*72f and a = 2*2^1. ^^and0 s p
the corresponding wave function when properly antisymmetrized 
written as , ■ L ot * ^  p .r 1 -/J? n 1 '
^  pj* ^
> -■->;
where cK 1 - otA ~ ” q( - j^  - L ley"7* J
so that this wavefunction is equivalent to Wildermuth’s cluster 
viave functions with corresponding parameter
<*'-■ 3^§ <*t.z , _ h  e<
'^/aj - §r/-'S'l7 9 /^/oi' - 71 " / 1 1  -'td/'
We notice here that /*'/*' is almost identical to f'J/o{ whereas 04 
quite different from ot/oi • The root mean square radius is comput.-.d 
with X  = .53o and found reasonably t near the observed value fo .• 
small departures of x ’ and z*
Table XXI: {V'/^of Li6 with e* = .338
# 76 • 50  ^ 2»5i«
.50 .50 2.68f.
h-..>
Chapter 10. Form Factors of Li in cluster model.
We shall derive the expression for the form factors of Li^ 
using; the cluster model wave functions given by (9*3)* For the mathe­
matical convenience the form factors for alpha and deutron clusters 
are worked out separately and then added giving
F = F( ) + F(5* ) 10.1
As the complete when function is constructed assuming no exchange, 
exchange of one particle and two particles between the deutron and 
the alpha clusters, inview ox (5.20) & (5 * 1^ ) or (5*22) and (3»^3) 
the form factor is thus given b y ^ ^
f- i"IK^o " 2 H'1 + vk> - • •k,']
Elastic Form Factor:
We shall first consider the contribution fr-T. the state 
where thj&re is no exchange denoting the matrix element
~ 10.2
We can Krite the form factor for the alpha cluster using relations 
from (8.5k) and (8.9 ) as l ^
f g U \  ! ] / ■ - . ( 1  + t * + e - % K ^ A  'l V ~ ' ^
I 10.3
where the factor 2^ comes from the Jacobian in transforming from 
r ’s to £ ’s*
The integral over S can always be made to unity as discussed in 
hapter 9. Raiiiotfing^ function (2.03) becomesc
4  I j p  - x - P - J P P  ^
jEJ1 \^cSi >/*- <^  §  ctfi <i ft de* cA £
jj* ■ . / a*
* / h \The integral over is straight forward and is equal tof-^j
The integral over and t can be performed by expressing the
cross terms in 0 ’s occuring in the exponential as a series of Bessel 
functions of imaginary arguments so that writing: the integral part 
for ,£2 f e n d o n l y
The integral d and can be performed as a function o C
So that
7 V  r, r- n -ic,
e x "  d v
j y% -'i?y
-  - 7  A  e't*-
In the end the integral over R is left which looks like
'  J1  4  v  k  ! %  L - V  J  'C  ,
t l X " €)
10.6
J1L  / _
' /P2 LW J
* v.
i 7 . U r \  k
4 ? e 7, <?/
T . HU 3 ,Dr < 1 ' TT,/7
10.7
... /o) y 2. i n /  i j fi d/i ~ ^  v.ild \ titPr- c'd
l"Pj (’■O y 4 tr*) ~ g (-<A ) e'** A 3W -  ~  j /o5^ - 4 -
*-/
f /3/i
/ ^’ 9 f J ~ b  f'i   /?
T "  ~ 7 ;  1 7 ^ 4 . 4
$ + * ■ ) * / &  r  s >
10.8
A
/<so rr'i 1
-< *  *  -u
10.9
For the deutron cluster the form factor F g'can be written as
 ^ + i  >ikt) J TX. .< 7 -  T / —  ' ' V- X
V
* , , - h £ -  4  - 1 p i d w t  _J:4
r ^ - 3 j L e. 5 A  L "'
10.10
The integral containing can be written as
-.-I.
■*J(c%+ci+e*y
Integrating over C5. ' - J. l-ft/lf/l
-  -  ^  d/^J
^  C 5 - /<*
10.11
and the integral over R 
X« -- X'~R r? |
U A l i L J  e - « . |
z.
Z-
t o 6/- /6, / \ C~ ■** ~___ _ _,  ,
j$ /«y3 "^J 10.13
h x ( S ) , L (i.)9/.-(-^ V v  . £
«  - V  v &  a * , ! *  \! -;(-,, t „,-i
u
10.1^[ i,f - - 5i— ,^~i0- -y3: |3 J
- 9/5 V 21i _ — —  X g ,  + g - g i g  , . x,
'  0>7- *  h  3 4> f v £ - , 7 7 ^ ]  10*15
and finally from (10.9) and (10.15) we can write Fg^(o)
F -.(0) = F ,(0,) + F ,(0)/c-) 10.16el el «i<x i el L.ay
Next we shall calculate the form factor with the exchange of one
particle viz 1 * y 5 for the eleastic scattering
f'tSw, 0
So that yf( 9*^5) for we can write Fep
>'! i y - i  \ -  -  ( f t 2- r , 1 ) ] -  m e  f , 1 ? r + £ L
and V"V) - — \ t - C J fe ^
' t  <- i P «I - \ L t . ^  t 's ■ U l i‘ -f ' 10 17
^ J q 'Q'l Y  1 <
H  ’• > t> i, t j ” M c -
♦fc~ ^ d  r * c v < Ls R !gg'<0 +f g ) . t e l
L  fp,+ e,- + fi 6  - \u{Ql-a*) ft * ’*« *J 10. 18
A ’ C,x l Vol’2- S’C LJ 5 -ci g  -vfr-f,WW W fjo*g- J£<*(?,
Let us perform this integral in order of _^’„„2’~1’—5 then R and R^
, i  g a m
) J e  ‘ «-» .
° h Cj 1 -
„ a _  / u v  - 1
VX' ^ as before 10.19
Hence the integral (10.18) becomes
l ( 3~ ( d ^ ' (.*3'I4 ?' ^  ^  ^Pv* - L ( -'. fv-^ f
3 V 3**-' ^ j e «. 5 „ M - - - -
-*=.*( -* ,VJ - - P I n2 n M  ^ I ■;3 — / I - , 3 * 6. k, ' »ol - -ip onC ( ~ V< ~Lf O J. F - ^ \ / <2 t 1 1/2 10. LU0  V 3  L  -  ’t  £ ’> -  ^,1 ) /•d v j  C-- V j r  a  f t  cJ  <V<
Having integrated over jLj v/e get
so that iP
Integrating over £ and after much simplification we obtain
^  V
X | - K I 1 ( 2 _  \3 ' V 3  d-3.)
- )e ' "  ^ 10.22
J  PdR’d Y J ' c A R d R ,
where a,p,s,t, are same as defined by (9*53)• Note that instead of 
q in (9.53) we are now usingl'to avoid confusion with the momentum 
transfer and c is given by
C - * 3 x
*10. 2_5
The integral of the type
Q  - 3'<?> < V  d  <:%''% 1 ,vi u  ~ \ c, -- ’ i f  -  ^  n - f  n  *. t D  u  /:>J n-l^sJKdfu 10#2/,
frequently appear in the text we shall give a general method in the 
appendixCfor solving it and with the particular values of the 
constant it may be used where necessary.
01 WtJL "* 1 0 . 2 5
Next we consider the particle r^rr^ or r_, or r^ say r^ 
r P ) i> v
jSince in the interaction with operator
so that the form factor is written as
c t e ': -%( - ! ■ \ * C ,? 1 R ~)
1 v er- s c %  !l - lv«. -> fs ~e<)
d  i j  c A  e ,  d  fs J  fv- :>/ £ tf,
10.26
Integrating over ^  ^c- ore performed easily in succession and
“"3 ?   ^ ~v
lastly the integral over gives on rearranging
At I i cpU
*, b 'k'\'/* I J1---—  \ '•"<- /_t% \3 /z - uy*<%r
+ v.cS r ) e
(  ^  R1 (I i. 4. L c d  =j| ( £ *r £,
where <§r = 
d >
cl> 3 <*
li‘ (14 V0l Vfv c.i
- |TV|
13 ^  au-.i)
• ’ ' { Cl a-) ~ L ^  p__ £) I
^  O  Voy ’ i ., (
10.27
10.28
igi c* -4. <~t rX ! . ^
.3 — -—  \ ^ t V « « -  {2 ...<->w ■ 10,29
I 2. 2-A * ? iT t } ~
For the deutron cluster the form facter can be written as
f t u s i  a i t r -
- %  (. e,. e s_, (?] r_ i *<* *-*,v - %  r  ^^  M. -  - •>
w.i* ^ u < A
Ig d g  d?3 d/?,
The integral over p 3 and Jrb, is the same as before
so that i*(fi J ^ , * _ T
I ( - 2.<U I -Ud' J
J J  e - *» d tx. •*■ f3
_ /JlL \3/* _ ^/aof
\3 ^  v / €*
Integrating over and £ <_ yields the integral in R , ,5otheir
after much simplification it can be written as
10.30
10.31
2 tiy V ^ r  i14 £ s % r •^••k V - >
^ V v O  U v - ! £ € y l ~
J ft1 I V » y' R ^ 10.32
where p , t , s , c are the same constant as in case of •>(, but 
d 1 is defined as follows.
10.33
i 111
V * '
Next r. be r/—i —6
so that v- .(64) *=. 3 2-
<u $
A - ^  C 9 *  ^  ^ )
q — h f v  w z t t ) V ' lP<>K A 0-36\ x( 13 4 U.) * K-~ ffv pJ| (o^  I
f 2 #  1 ?i .- v * O r e " 3 3 -  h  +<p)
J ’2 O f  y
 ^ * ' * - * P^~ 4 ±o<( it* -i<d) 4  C* iff
2-
£  f - I « t (? 1— K', P - | ftIPt-lf)
3 '2 -1 g. -1 p -  t  ) d  5 ^  P  d  f J ^  fi- d,?
10.35
Idsr
All the integral are same as for IP4  untill the stage is reached
0 ^ 
to j__j_ integral which gives rise to the form .
r ' ' 1' -all the constants are same as in case of r^  t£>«r)except o ’ which 
defined as
C - ^  -  %
zar ^ 10.37
\  d ( \ s  . \W- - - ?'* 3
rd" '* ” ^ (- '“ ‘( p r r c - i ) ‘p f f W ,
- * • -
Fnw'm factor with the exchange of two particles at a time
viz 1 i 5 & 2 <-------> 6.
r lh'
So that forN^ = H  ( •-; h % ^  , I? ) from(9.59) rejO-Jcan be written
as (,
r 7  , if cv-*.- e '"4 h  ( R-
-.j ( e y- 'l e - L ' ->■ t- -- o -
3 r; \  P ft \  - a r  O  - i l V  - ^  P* fV5-
>✓
■ i n 3R' )y j ' Y  ( o- >-%) *x(ait/ >
10.39
-,X4 f e ! * ( %  i  h h t  - < V ) - £ e r  -t f
e* R ’ (/S--3) R.P
e - t M g r  A O  R ' 3 r - | V , F 7 p  . . .
of f, d p  d h  d 3r d  « d  ? i. S C \  q, -
Let r. = r> or r0 say r, thenl I- 2 •
P **\ . . cf (■ c V - ( 8 ^ e )  _i.«l "i ed +  u  f.'.L A €i-)
J  e'£ e’2 -- %  t<ry+f3- ■* <Nj
«* e-d \ w r  n r  ^ ' j h J 3 h O  10.w
d  ?i cl <?, d  f3 ol g -  dye 'of (?z
Integral overJV ,
€
.-m e,' ( \  R ^ * 1  ^ y , )  u %  e A ^ ^ O )*_ _j> — 3 - d '" **" -'’ _> _/
e - 23 (J +fiJ ft- --Up.-^) £..“  (TV c t , „
K  k 1 d f i 4 \WX (Z -
Writing the 7. integral only
-  eZ,1
e * t PlV * e.-'<3 R i | R v ) J - e ^ p tU| p . ^ . n  < 5 h “lc.
^ * d§,
f integral gives _ « i g  ( t  R 4 'l f? - i_ y  I *-
-1 (.rrp) e * ■' 7 J - ’
Hence ^
^  -- 3  r-i7 r . ^ {  T p ^ / v  - k z i T v ’- '
( £ ^  td \  g. 4 r r. vp- i (^  e-iii 4^/3jRi
e- l ( M t f i . f -  ,4.<U14 C R ~T  V.fijR-til?*.)
k 1/ ft ^
e- ' 2 R 2 R f t  A  R  J R ,
So that r
C - \ * ( R  4 r k - J \ t  10.42
e'lT r  R-\ I?v) | R : p v! CJ R ei ft-,_
Setting the constant in analogy of the calculations we have
Ff~*3 ~ 3 -F I V i a  | t\ b/r. ,t\ 3  ' ^
where
U . «
r - b t 1 -t - /*'*»* - cA 1 CV ' K '- 7 „ v d i ? H (2\ e 1 —  ^  ~ ' 'x
\o7
Let or r^ say then
^  J V > ( + -e-d - 4 < € e r «■£&•?*
e3 ('e,-> +ftii _ , . Cj .ez)- \  ^ ^ i  (p>-^)Rp
k 1  \ Y„ I ’- d %  d £. d  £> d h  d  p -  dj?d v.
S C ~  (2 ^<±. £<Xf ft 3 ^ 0
10,45
Integrating over » 2.1 Sives
• •• f  !<«>> -  b ^  \ Xh/n__ YbCev' ^  3 - ^
 ^ Vpc4 dl J
r h ’h d h  + C X R  4.w_(?p2- - e i ( ' h l J V ^ U  
g b  C-itl « l ~Y(R-<)R
R Z R,> d^ciifdi?;
10.46
Writing only £_, integral we have
- ^ e - P  t v o ' . P j ' ^  R +  k  R J
Now then ~ g b f  'F'v. ^  H L R . £ \ g , , i-
_ F') J " For '
~ ~ %  — \ X j \ A fH .  \3 /z  | Tv .3 - 2;— <■ 2-
* W d F  C U
( ^ V V  B- -*( %  R -‘3  ft.,.. J v- ^  .^3 Rv
j  L v o l  0 %L- ft _ L;_3 ° 3 10 h7
e  3 AJ - R 1 d g d g i .
Hence j ^  ^   ^^  ^  ^  ^  ^
f b  U ^ + p * 1 -tp.)
J  d P d d J c f g ,  ~ 10'W
For the deutron cluster the corresponding for-is factor can be
written by setting r± = r<- or r^ say r^ ^
r c, \ % ) _ JL ^  r g  1/ • £ Cv -  ■*§ R ) £. , o, {_ ^ C 't+ Z^. L  €J-4 ec J - *  V -
-  - f t  >■■-' - i  ( ^ r p O  f t *-  ^  (p> - *  j R j ’-6'f - j R  vft),
R ’- R d  lVn’-7*'/ df.c*^.^ f3 .Vfs_dj?«4/?, 10.49
log
Integrating over j? , Jj, , in order we get readily 
XjCFvl - m ^ / w ^  ev
( V, q i ( - — X- Q » -9_ .
) e- ' —  i> ^ ~ }Wy -l if 3  *?•+*! R.,y~-^‘(Zh-Ki'i/?)
. z.. / * u 6 - j* ~ 4i i - i V
e -, R*-- ^  + ,ix ^  10<50
T r - , . P K X ft*'*' CA. f.- ^  P c) C?"
W r m n g  £,_ integral only - - ' -
y  V 3 - -  R 0 if _ 3 j ,
- \ Y ^ v  / ^  _ j . .,._
f t -  - - ^
- C {/’^  S  ~  3 t  ^  *  -t p )  R 2 -  - ‘J *  * v  ( V  r xn  V -
c 3 j 1 ^ ~ ^ *- v y f i F
R l c  y  d  r  &  $
10.51
? l~
which is the came as F'Ws case if we exchange/p f---> s and d to c.
.*. j v ^ R V -t ft-ft* - - s l i . y t q . R
I V W 1' 10,52
(2)
(55
Jfh i. jl / E... W W j i - -  d e ’W * 4*) !/ .,
Fel(55) = 3 R < & , ] ( $ * )
10.53
With the relations (10.1) and (10.2) we can evaluate the elastic form 
factor of Li^ in cluster model, wh?t*. computing for F it must be 4 
born in mind that the exchange occures between either proton- 
proton or neutron - neutron only and as there is no contribution 
to the electron scattering unO.er investigations from neutrons 
only those matrix elements should be taken into account where the 
operator £  V Y  interacts with the proton coordinates. Hence in one 
particle exchange these combinations must be summed to get the same 
result.
V'V c- s r-
o-v
10.54
f q t S ) is given byG JL
to s
In the exchange of two particles these are the possible contribution 
V C>b * h C ** j -4 £ U r )
" 10.55
Inelastic Form Factor.
g
The first excited state (J = 3, T = o, S = 1 ) of Li is given
by by n = 2, L = 2 in the cluster mode?^ so that the wave function
is given by.
-  > V  %  -1 ■* f^, 0.56
y ^  i-w ^  J
T^ n « *  - J ' ,  ^  n . ^ 10*57
M 1 _ ’ '  ' * V  y>“ y !Vo '
- / M  - a &  *\/~a P  z T  I
Note that primed parameters are for the first excited state.
fl i1^ ' pi n ' 3 ' -/
tr j t: u- >  -g - V C er) 10.58
The form factors are determined in the same way as for elastic 
scattering
Hence ^  ^ £? s. 0 . \ — ^ T x ~ qT ^  <=* X e
where ^
len . . ^  ^ ^  A <?{}
F* (ou ^ e. -
' 'M ^ 'j r ) >2 >rrb^fUK- v  * y °
d t> cA cl fl (A %  d  R  10.59
( V X >  «•*e- ) - ev“ Vi’ f  ^
-J - _ 0* 4 <*') • IZ' faL^  tvf3 -* f,- U.) 10.1
2- - — Y  o(
*  n  .
.60
e _ ( «T4< 0 tV*- C> yg eiX
-e ) 2, °
W 0
The integrals over P 1 are like those in elastic case so that— s
i ■=. x Tx (2i__ A / v  -
-Vi e 10.61
where I f . denotes the integral over the coordinate Pv 
—i — i .
|  R • V  r j  Y„ ^ 8
-- -i t V  ,:l A  10.62
1  Yl V  V-/2- 
This integral occures only when I = 2 otherwise zero because
of the orthonormality of the spherical harmonic which yields
- 2. /Eli. 2- / \ * 2'
“i 1  L 1 ' i i r n ^ g > ) £ W g p 0
1063
v Q V7 Til- V
Finally F ^ < « »  - %  l n„ ^  W  f c '  Y f  >
■*vb L 34c.'*-- ^ 7  <VX  ~ 'A<* ( P  i/** ( '! to.(■<*■
Similarly the corresponding F^gfor the deutron cluster is given by
Cef V t  t r - \  R )  ^
J t t S  + % * r f y )  „v g
’>■>' X i  X> <* c .
i f ,
10.66
h v A-t V  a/’i~ \
Now integrating over R we have
4- ” «.2.
7 /T7T gs   \ X( h _ _  V ____ V ^ F /10*68
\ >  ( i ,V ) / ^  >j //b i A  'j J '7 ^  u V
Finally ^ ( 6 <r) is Siven by
r  ! X  ' - x V  7 <To , 3 _ ^  s a/i. v 10.69
V - ^ U s - ,  - i*- « n  \ q '•="<•’ ^ ***$’• >x(ftt7 (
. v/<.<•»**•) - \>y<><(=+vj „ x., . 1 v f
y v  »
Form Factor for Inelastic Scattering with the exchange of 1 particle
say 1 <■---— V 5 •
\ \ (
1) All the integrals here are the same except for the space
angluar part of R , vectors in which case L f = 2, ML' = o
2) As in this case S = 1 and L = 2 theV'e will be some
Clebsh Gorden coefficients for M = o, which of course are the 
same as in no exchange case,
r /pi ,p „ ^  } ^  ^  Z ^ &
where p , t , s , d are defined by putting (AAct! for 2o( etc.
As before we shall first integrate the exponential part 
via. f - XfY-t t ' R. R, (<>p *>
C ■ ’ * 1 ' " ' d<{cY,
f /
and differentiate w.r.t.p and s as explained in the appendix 
The integral over fl is performed
so that integral reduces to u -
< * > *  ( , V ( *'*«.*• * * * *
{ I7' J a to Ju cl-St
J? TiZcjj" 2z^jE±d'.K ty2[ £'2A + <■'’^ U  firt^ 1 o. 71
e 77 ^ — r r p j ^ r ^ J
j’e 1^ ? J ^
_ c ■<- C * <?/ yfc ^' Vj Yt- -Yi
~zJ% ' > , . / / , ,4
r  q. J. (1-d - V ^ - d - f  i . g g  + r f A  )3- -  z  &  t'd C p  M d ' t f p  ~ l c ' ^
L1) + “ 10,
• I - , 7
r  .  ^ » ) J  py  \  ^  h j  ~T| i 3 /£  ^  >•
10.73
72
r" ^ ' 1 ^ /T\ 1^2 mi /ll—  \and i-(pp.. > r t ^Xh - i-_— ~)    ---r~r; rfTJ' e ^
i
./
<p
^ 2jl t -A (< fL t c-;y { £ + &L* 2/ •■ l'
/C'1 Yi X  a  £  a  <z,
10.7^
hZ-
The yext of the procedure f ollowsa^itP^with same definition of
contants p* j t*  ^ s* ere* as in case
So that finally 
O)
10.75
V-<XA^ ,)V (
 Ii£^.i2 ± n i £ _ i s  C P £il =**•>
v ^ t SL + X ') 2 v*^ •* ^ f ) C x A *** 3 J uvl
For the deutron cluster the form factor is given by
, 1 ^  ^ , 3 ,  ^
r , w - j  f
j -1.RMIR.A, *>• 10.76
’ ~ *' ■ , „  ' ■  - * V f t . Y » V w *  *•” •
' CS?i . t %  x \ 2 * V < Y  ,-n,, f  v  ^  'i 30.70
\(oC* c*')*'-> Vz(ou*>) i'igi'1 3')./ v~ v ^  ^ Vsl 9 ’
Similarly
f  e- f3 'ff'At'ii'ft, -^s „<*
J  >; T ' 10.79
<-—• C 0  i c\/ \ ^  V' ~n  \ d/z. _ 3 c ^  *
or (ft) _ ^ r r i u ^ o j  ^ ( f ^ ^ T o . a o
Form factor with the exchange of two particles say 1*— ^5 and
Since all the integrals over Pi are similar as evaluated before 
we shall therefore write directly-iU.ves^Us 
For the alpha cluster we have
( Cl 3> \ }^
t i = L i  — -r-.,\ <f
f-f>' ft\. I:' (? R ,- -J '(? t  + cf C !
>  "  - « z i Y , r c *i£otf<^
10.81
S-\^ C - t (?' &-i~ S* <\ 1
where fad J«  ' -
 e 10.83
-*<* ' }
(QFor the deutron cluster we can write ^
9 k  -  4 , ^  C  -2 l_  U > / v  5.TV \ 3  _  %*■— J- - - - - - -
* n **“,) ( g 7 F ^ 7 < J  e
(  ^ A C ^ 1) + (i v P'J * *  - l_& R. Rj_ - ^
£ ’ «>l Y j v ,  o» R ^ «, J 10-8,t
' ' = t^rr 1 tv .% - V - — — - -
( h h 6^ -
v v ^ " iV .„ '-i.15_  1 — , ,  .  -
(0 ^  _ r t/ g
8 °  u'i'g- 10.85
With the formula (10.5^) and (10.55) in view, the inelastic
g
form factor of Li in cluster model can be evaluated from 
the formula (10.1), (10.2)
It is not worfch while to compute these form factors numeri­
cally to explore the fit with the experimental results at thus 
stage as the parameters given by Wildermuth^^(or any reasonable 
variation in them) for the ground states of Li^ fail to give correct 
<^ y<y/7_= 2.7 f?9) or evcn 2.91 f * Though the view^ we took in
fixing the parameters <* > and (*> could bring in quite a good
89)
agreement with Bishop’s value but it is still fox' from Burleson±s
resu h 9) whose range of q is much larger than Bishops and are7
81)
also in coincidence v/ith Streib’s points. These deviations* in the 
experimental values consequently do not give a reliable comparison
of the theory with the experiment. Further more the data on inelastic
6scattering of electrons from Li available is very insufficient and 
also has a very large error. In order to fit these points we shall 
not propose to use the parameters for the 1st. excited state of Li 
given by Wildermuth et el^?^-t the stage vrhen there is no adequate
check v/ith the experiment.
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Summary and Conclusions,
We have investigated whether any fit is possible of the
experimental results for electron scattering elastically as well as
inelastically from Li using harmonic oscillator potential with a
single adjustable parameter in shell model. The wavefunction of Li^
was constructed, in pure L-S coupling, by taking into account the
nucleon- interactions in the nucleus v/hich causes to mix some
higher configurations with the lowest one. This configuration mixing
was restricted by raising the energy of any one of the particles by
2be0only. The nucleon- nucleon interaction was assumed to be central
distance and spin dependent only. From the calculations and the
numerical analysis on electron scattering it is clear that the wave
functions derived from the,-formalism we used, do not lead to an
•properties of Li° in its ground and first exited state, 
adequate description of nucles r/ Incidently the very recent experi-
Ort \
mental results of Bishop on elastic electron scattering for small 
C[ ( the momentum transfer) can be fitted reasonably with <T = .56 f 
by using the same wavefunction of Li^in its ground state but for
larger q (Bishop did not mention any point for q >1.26) the
~ 79disagreement still prevails with Burels-*on et el. results .
The discrepency may perhaps be due to the restriction in mixing the 
higher configuration and mdde of coupling whi ' constructing the 
wavefunctions and choice potential in evaluating the admixture 
coefficients. Finally using a single parameter for harmonic osci­
llator potential well instead of two adjustable parameters, which
can describe at least some of the properties of Li , ’ ’ hj
-ip -1 qLl ) , .
and C , seems to take us away from the right direction.
. 6 .The wavefunction of Li in cluster model description was
r.
used to calculate r.m.s radius of Li°. The parameters given by 
Wildermuth^0  ^ failed to give the correct value. These parameters 
could not be altered in any way as they were derived to give the 
energy of Li^. However another set of parameters, with the \riew that 
the deutron cluster is larger than alpha cluster and the core is 
not the same as free alpha particle, were ootaincd. From these 
parameters or slighty changed the r.m.s. radius reasonably near to
* ' /  6Hofstadter’s value were found. The I y'> of Li reported by Bishop
is much smaller than that of Eofstader but can be fitted quite well
with our calculations. The algebraic expressions for elastic and
inelastic form factors have been derived as function'of the
.6
parameters and f using- Wildermuth’s wavefunction for Li but
were not computed because of the uncertainity of the paramerters.
Appendix,A
In chapter 3 and we come across the integrals 
of the type 
.— •) i*
CrUi. yi"TjJ . t,<■> A ,  l J  T: > r'a. <**UJ' 'L> A A .  V V d  M * *
~ ' b i >  ~ a 1
To evaluate these integrals v/e make use of the fact that the
67") *10*5)interaction energy depends only on the relative coordinate ’ 
r = £/j- £ 2* -^ ie Procedure is to express a.lso the wave functions as 
a function of jf > the relative coordinate and the coordinate of the 
centre of maos of the tv/o nunleons R = -g'Cr^ +r^ ) and the angled./ 
between £ and R . In order to transform from r  ^ir2* Uj\2. r ~
andw the use of the following relation is made,
2 2 • . _2 2 ~j
r 1 + r 2 ~ + r  I
2.
2 2 C / 2 1 _
r1 r2 = C “ r. x + R
d  r2 Pk ( >
m-n
fR r I k = 2m.
A2
r^ dr^ ^2^r2 ^°S "^12 = ^ r^dr Cos^-a .
where CU are dcnined by2n 'fp,
x. Pn
Pk ( Cosi:,-12) = x„. CEn Cos A3
With the help of these relations the expression for ft (A1) becomes
; o*_> tjO
elc = /  ( d  ^  r^ L c ^ A )  ,:p
j O o
where^^ is the transformaciLon of R^ (r^) ^^212 "^^ 2  ^ ^k ^^ 12^
into .a p^lynonpal in r, R and sin/v;. multiplied by
+ r The integration over R and >1 can be performed 
immediately and we are left with integrals over y , which conto.in
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the undetermined potential yet. These integrals are of the type
• / .
'/
2
where f(r) = g( r) A6
o
and g ( r ) could be (a) unity (which is used in chapter ) ortb) 
or (<3) (b, and c type are used for hard care)
I *  t - I t  - V  nl j  e/ ^  + 7 ) y 2 1 + %  a7
' cJ■*-
\/n~
jU V >
v ^ _  ~ ^ } j 1+ j y  4
=\f j^_i£_ZL 1
J 3
= v / J ^ - t . l z ^ a  
■ L z T \t'J
where / / v
f  t ± + T % ) 
b) Z x L A - ~ 7 o N l t \ e  V  A
A 8
A10
(1° h v  {>«*>,Y *
A11
= - i -  p s ' P T — r y A .
<  ( J M  7f„J
7  hi/11 f 2 7 2 -/+'
_  = ^ 3 7 V — / I j f p - K z  (
h / t )  - v Mi A  /  e  ^ ^  ^  A12
v a ^ + 3  3 . ^  y h d l i l / - : 2i L  ,
7 7 T T  v °  >
CTl • ■*1 / -JL •
.It- I i
2. A13
It may some times be become necessary to assume that the two 
nucleons move in a different harmonic oscillator wells charoterized 
by°Sj and'-^ 2 • In such cases the centre of mass coordinate be modi­
fied and expressed as
X
fv'
R 'K, Y\ y*i aia
<, -I- <
The relations corresponding to this tran^f-ormation are given by
l’hieberger^^. In most of the cases it is not required to use those
complicated formulae, A good approximation ca.n always be made 
/ >_ «_ a
for R^replace — by }
and for R^ , replace °^ "i ^
2 . n •; A15
, ['
J -  1 4  1  &  ) j
-*• * - / » r i
Appendix B,
To integrate the expression of the type
\ . -  ^^  4 P >.. + ^  ‘ ft * P-, A - ?. £.-* ~/f (Cl
i “ " •' —  - ■ - 'i ■'
y xR' \e* 4 e/~-4 e :;%  e\. 4. e t e.} -v e v-e o
a  e, rJ e t d e, d  e VA  £  ' B
The integral over and R are straight forward can be easily 
written as
C  - 2 .
■^e * -- ~i B .
5 ,o, __ > v 4 ^ % , 3 P a  "i
| < ? t e ' f/3 =*? - lo%  Vet/'s p f'z j B 3
How the integration w.r.f. ^  *^2 *~3 Per^ormec* which
is of the type , ^ ^  _ ,
f e  ^  L ' * * 5 + £*■ -* a
xf e.M e^de, a c. a e.
- ' - B k
Only the exponential part( neglecting the polynomial part) is first
integrated by expanding the cross terms in the series of Bessel func­
tions ( which is actually done in Appendix C) and then differntiating 
B^ W.r.t gives clearly the required integral 
We have then ^ 0 .
r - ^  "t C-, ! *(>■?■ + fr K  * e  ^  -j ey g j  
j  e
b .5
Differentiating B5 ^r.t-oC we get
C ^  a •+ fv ^ f S - ' ^
 ^ i ^  *?*?L v ■ Py i ^   ^P A ' ^ 3 j d ^  ^ i
-Y NcA
3- 3i-
Tfc r5(s'/a
B 6
{2 0
To integrate
Appendix C 
, i
J c 1
We shall first i n t e grated r. + R , only the exponential part.
/ (f -t If R ■+J R ,
J  e. ' ^  TL
Expressing the scalar product of R in the exponential we get
f. f> if _ rw~ j  /1 RPp \ y  / -e  y /-E  *
y ^  y  yyic y d- ^
From Erdelyi vol 2. -1.11,13 this yields
d / l 'J ~ =  , * - % > * ' * * *  r f ^ ^ / l ) y  ( - * . ' )
" f; Jctsffi, L •?. ' /o '
For integrating over R^ we have(only from the exponential part)
C 3
f •• y /-
P S' JTFyJ
5/£ C^-1,;
2 ft
fi z r - / /> — \  fc{ ^
k i  / A - e ( ^ } \  {h . V if
H  p
j r  e  J f w -  ~p  ’
t- x^ z )  / T /  i  f J A k . , -
(H  P  ~  / V ~v ^  t'-FT  -
r pOn rearranging we obtain
pip r < w / o p  j'iR d f ,
e ’I-,, t-yhi--,.) c 5
/ •—\ <-+ /) b -1
by setting s = p it gives J
7/ x ,— r—  _ to7.i (C *- +A 7- )
5_____ j ZfE*TTTE 7 xled -tv
0 C 6
The integral is obtained by differentiating *. r to p & s
. D 3 f  • M i 1 11 ?■ Cf V ?  j i l ' V R i  , .
a  ■ a v a j R <
o.
ig a g A -
?>/> A  .f_ j b p
,>/c *,i yClV  - ^ )
l v . (
cfj__Pj/L
x. v. c.7
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